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Statement of General Aims of Teaciiin^j History
.
SuGbSstlons as to methodology ,
.
The Course
Grade VI Unit I - How America Game to be Discovered
Bibliosraphy for Unit I
Appreciation Readings based on Unit I.
Unit II - How European countries planted the
seeds from which America has t^oxm
Bibliography for Unit II
Appreciation Readings based on Unit II
Unit III - How England finally prevailed in
the new world
Bibliography for Unit III
Appreciation Readings based on Unit III
Grade VII Unit I V/ho are '’ViE, TIIS PEOPLE?
'
Bibliography for Unit I
A cpreoi*" t ion Readings based on Unit I
Unit II - Hov/ did ’‘Government of the People,
By the People, For the People” be-
came possible?
Bibliography for Unit II
Appreciation Readings based on Unit II
Grade VlllUnit I - How did the U. S. A. attain its pres-
ent important position in the ’’family
of nations”
Bibliography for Unit I






















Unit II - YHiat has made the United States the
leading industrial nation of the world?103
Bibliography for Unit II •
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In these days of "ourriculura building" and "Course-of-Study Re-
vision”, it would seem that upon the proposer of a new course of
study should be placed the burden of justifying his effort. Other-
wise it is likely to be regarded as "just another course." My in-
terest in a nev/ history course was due primarily to the fact that
the history course in use in my ov/n school was palpably inadequate.
My curiosity was aroused as to the status of the history courses
in other Massachusetts cities. With a view to satisfying this
curiosity, I sent a request to forty-eight cities and towns in this
state for a copy of their course of study in history.
»
An examination of the courses received, on the basis of a
critique developed in a. Boston University seminar group, made me
feel that at the present time the history-teaching situation in
the upper grades of the schools of Massachusetts is in large measure
haphazard and not based on sound educational policy. Many cities
and towns have no definite courses of study, and of those which have
an organized course only a few display forY/ard-looking tendencies.
It is an encouraging fact that several cities report a current move
to revise their courses. The fact that the state has appointed a
committee to work on a new history course is an indication of fur-
ther progress. Nevertheless one cannot deny that there is great
need of improvement both in choice of objectives and in choice of
subject matter, if history teaching throughout the state is to be
made effective and fruitful.
I have attempted, in this course, to lay a firm foundation in
the form of objectives that are clear and adequate for the guidance
of both pupils and teachers, V/ithin each unit, specific aims are
<r}
'ill
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2stated, with the hope that no part of the vrark will lack purposive
direction. My experience has been that both teachers and pupils
make much greater progress if their eyes can be directed tov/ard
the goals toward which they are striving. Aimless work, v^hether
in school or elsewhere, is a thief of both time and effort: hence
it is incumbent upon curriculum-makers to supply clear and adequate
direction to the work in history and all other school subjects.
I have,’ to the best of my ability, selected subject matter
in terms of the aims which have been stated. Subject matter is
merely a means to an end, and I have based my selection on this
principle. Only those history materials have been incorporated
which I felt would contribute toward the attainment of one or an-
other of the objectives. The Civil War, for example, is not studied
for itself, but rather as one step in the development of a much
larger historical movement. Only so much of the Civil War, there-
fore, as is needed for the working out of the larger historical
problem need be studied. To study every battle in that war, with
attention to such details as the number of combatants involved, the
number of casualties, the time involved, etc. would obviously be
a waste of time and effort. Yet I have observed the Civil War be-
ing taught in that manner in a history class. There must be a se-
lection, and a rejection, of subject matter based on aims that are
both definite and adequate. This has been attempted in the follow-'
ing course.
Permit me to say, finally, that I consider this attempt as only
a beginning. My intention is to submit it to a corps of teachers
as a starting point for the reorganizing of the history v;ork in my

building. In the light of their classroom experience, amendments
and additions will be considered necessary and advisable. It is
my sincere hope that, with these amendments and additions, there
will finally emerge a course that may in some measure be a contri-
bution to the field of history teaching.
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4Woody suggests the following as the essential steps in the pro-
cess of curriculum building.*
1. To obtain an adequate statement of aims
^
2. To select the subject matter through v/hich the aims ax-e to be
attained
3. To suggest the methods and activities underlying the realization
of the aims
4. To state the attainments to be realized in every grade
5. The bibliography.
In planning a course in history for grades VI-VII-VIII, I am dis-
regarding the present tendency to fuse the social studies in these
grades. This disregard is born of a strong skepticism concerning the
fusion idea. I confess to a feeling that history, in its own right,
has a contribution to make toward the attainment of the civic and cul-
tural objectives of education; a contribution which is lost if history
materials are taught piece-meal, as must be the case in any real fusion
course,
Gambrill describes the present-day tendency as follows, "There
are two or three issues that appear in connection with the place and
function of history. In general, one finds among the innovators a
strong insistence that history courses must conform to the test of
practical civic value, that they must explain or assist in explaining
current social and political problems.
"The emphasis upon the practical and the anxiety of enthusiasts
0 about method to "follow life" give some currency to the idea that
history in organized fields ought not to be taught at all,"**
* Lecture given by Woody at Jacob Sleeper Hall, B. U. Feb, 1928
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If we accept the principle that the outcomes of the teaching
of the social studies are to he exclusively civic outcomes - and I
cannot honestly accept that principle - there may possibly be some
basis for the idea expressed above; though I am not at all convinced
that the study of history, per se, has not important outcomes of
a civic character. But history, it seems to me, h?s very important
outcomes which are not at all civic in character; it has, for ex-
ample, important cultural outcomes v;hich cannot be ignored. It
would seem to be the wisest procedure, therefore, to explore the
field of educational objectives in toto, and to discover those ob-
jectives tov/ard the attainment of which history can make a contri-
bution. By such a method it should be possible to arrive at the
formulation of objectives for history that v/ill be socially worth-
while, The most generally accepted statement of the purposes of
education is contained in the Seven Cardinal Objectives of Educa-
tion, With this measuring stick we can proceed to evaluate and se-
lect our aims in history.
THE SETEN CARDINAL OBJECTIVES OF EDUCATION.
1. HEALTH and SAFETY.
The contribution of history to this objective is neg-
ligible. History can, hov/ever, develop an appreciation of
the titanic struggles that have been waged to overcome dis-
ease, and a sincere respect for those health heroes who have
made the victories possible.
2. IviASTERY of the TOOLS and TECHNICS of LEiHiNING.
History should develop an appreciation of the fact that
civilization and progress ov/e much to the thinkers and doers.

6Sucli apprecriation should beget a proper attitude toward the
task of mastery of the tools.
3. WORTHY HOlvIE MEivIBERSHIP
.
History, by tracing the evolution of the family and the
home, with the struggles and the hardships incidental there-
to, should promote an attitude of respect and loyalty toward
parenthood and family life.
4. VOCATIONAL and ECONOHIIGAL EITECTIVEFESS.
History shows how much we one to those who discovered
their talents and developed them. Lives of those who "made
good" offer a chance to implant and foster the spirit of
emulation in children.
5. EAITHFUL CITIZENSHIP.
History can contribute greatly toward the development
of attitudes, appreciations, ideals and understandings that
v/ill enhance the equality of citizenship.
6. WISE USE OF LEISURE.
The creation and development of an enthusiasm for, and
a compelling desire to read further in, history and histori-
cal literature should be one of the outcomes of the study of
history. History should also build up a background of factual
and informational data that will aid in understanding allusions
to historic persons, dates and events.
7. ETHICAL CHARACTER.
Readings in the biographies of great men and v/omen, an
understanding of the traits that made them great, and a conse-
quent conscious effort at emulation would be a contribution
toward this objective.
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7If, in the formulation of our objectives in history, we give
due consideration to the contributions listed above, we should have,
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8GENERAL AllviS for the TEACHING of HISTORY.
1. To develop a historical point of view - so that present-day con-
ditions, institutions and events can be seen in their true per-
spective against a background of the past.
("Nothing just happens: everything happens the way it
does because of what pened before")
2. To inspire children with high ideals of citizenship through the
stories of noble services rendered in the past,
3. To extend their mental horizon and broaden their sympathies till
they develop tolerance and an international. point of view.
4o To give them such knowledge that they may understand the allusions
to history made in literature, geography, and in ordinary social
intercourse,
5. To develop an understanding of how the local community has evolved.
The specific aims for each grade under these general headings will
focus attention upon the necessary materials and procedures. Since it
is obviously impossible to teach all of history, or even all of United
States history, in grades VI-VII-VIII, we are forced to select those
materials that will contribute most toward the aims listed above. In
our selection, however, we must have due regard for the elements pe-
culiar to the study of history. In this connection, Enowlton has the
following to say,
"History, consisting as it does of related facts, contains cer-
tain elements peculiar to itself. These elements must exist in con-





Time and Place ,
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9makes them history. Chronological history, so-called, is taboo in
some quarters. If by this is meant an elimination of the idea of
sequence of time and a neglect of the effect of the passing of time
on human affairs, what remains ceases to be history at all,”*
* Knowlton, D. G. History and the Other Social Studies in the
Junior High School Page 25
The facts of history are not to be taken in isolated form, but
are to be considered in the form of historical units, wherein the
facts cluster about a specific personality, event; or institution as
a center. Such units are to be selected as Yiill satisfy the objectives
that we have set up. Each of these units should be so presented that
it can be seen as an integral part of the whole fabric of history.
It has seemed best to organize the historical materials into
separate courses, each course satisfying one type of objectives. The
reason for so doing is twofold.
1. Such an organization shows the teacher more clearly the
aim of teaching each particular unit of history,
2, It likev/ise gives the teacher a clue as to the appropriate
method to employ,
e.g. - For aims #1 and #3, listed above, the problem
method should be used (a la Rugg)
For aim §Z the appreciation method should be
used. (i.e., the children should revel in sweep-
ing readings in history and historical literature,
for the sheer love of reading)
For aim 75^4 a factual course should be given under
a drill procedure.
Aim would call for a combination of all three
methods
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Having organized these courses, I have combined units from each
of them to make up the history work for each grade. The plan of or-
ganization is as follov;s,
1. Problem units
2. Appreciation readings appropriate to the times, events
and personalities encountered in the problem,
3. Ivlinimum facts that should be stored up and retained
in connection v/ith the times, events and personalities
encountered in the problem.
Since under this plan it is necessary to intersperse units from
the different courses throughout the three grades, the introduction
to each course is stated below.
COURSE ”A".
A Course in Problem Solving,
General aim — To develop a historical point of view, so that present-
day conditions can be seen in their true perspective against a back-
ground of the past,
Rugg says, ’’After more than a century of democracy there are signs
of serious import that we are facing a near impasse in citizenship.
This impasse, if such it is, is undoubtedly the natural outgrov/th of
our spectacular conquest of vast material wealth; of our reception into
the country of thirty-three millions of people of diverse races, na-
tionalities, practices and beliefs, and of the massing of human beings
in cities at a rate of which we had hitherto not dreamed.
”To relieve this impasse, v/e must substitute critical judgment
for impulsive response as the basis for deciding our social and poli-
tical issues Only those who have been trained
I*
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through years of practice in the analysis of facts, in the making of
decisions and the drawing of inferences and conclusions will resort
to intelligence instead of to predisposition as their guide for con-
duct,'^*








A Course in Readings,
Aim — To develop certain attitudes, appreciations and ideals
1. An attitude of synpathy and understanding toward people of
other nations,
2. An appreciation of the part heroism has played in history, and
a reverence for heroes past and present,
3. A realization that our democracy is the result of sacrifices
made over centuries of time.
4. An ideal of service and loyalty to the democracy that has been
won for us at so great a price.
5. A compelling desire to read further in history and historical
literature,
’For this t^rpe of course, the* appreciat ion technique is desirable.
The pupils should be encouraged to read as v/idely as possible for the
sheer pleasure of the thing. There should be no testing. Opportunity
should be afforded, hov/ever, for voluntary discussion of the events and
persons met in the reading. The list of readings contained in this
course is merely suggestive, and the scope of reading should by no means
be limited to the books named. Pupils should be encouraged to find
other v;orth-v;hile readings and to recommend to each other readings that
they especially enjoyed, Nev/ references of this kind should be added




A Course in historical infomation and facts.
Ain - To develop a background of fac XiK .1 information that will aid
|
in understanding allusions to historic persons, dates and
events encountered in reading and in social intercourse. i
In organizing the course in miminum facts, I have depended to
some extent upon the results by V/ashburne in the Twenty-second Year-
"Jl
book of the Society for the Study of Education, From V.’ashburne » s
list I have taken those facts which are essentially historical in
nature.. These facts have formed the nucleus of the list. The Vvash-
burne survey covered only the field of the periodicals and extended
.
only up to 1922. His list lacks, therefore, such important items as,
Lindbergh, Byrd, The Y»ashington Conference, Television and others.
There are, moreover, certain events and places of special significance
to residents of Massachusetts - such as Concord Bridge, Lexington
Green, Bunkerhill Monument, Plymouth Rock, the Old North Church,
Faneuil Hall, etc., ?/hich should be included in any list to be used
in a Massachusetts city. These I have added.
Most of the facts in this course will doubtless be learned by
absorption during the procedures involved in courses A and B. No
fact teaching should be done until after the facts have been met in
the other units of work. The teacher should then impress upon the
pupils the necessity' of retaining the facts listed, and the work should
,
be carried on with the same thoroughness and attention to detail as
the work in si)elling or any other drill subject. As each of the facts
.
is met in the history v/ork, it should be written in a prominent place
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utests of the True-False or the Sentence-Completion variety should he
given as a check on the learning of the facts. IOO5& mastery should
he made a matter of class pride, and occasional interclass history
i matches held to motivate the v/ork.
The items listed in Course ”C” are merely historical allusions
v/hich the reader should he able to identify and appreciate v;hen they
are met in the course of one's reading. The exact information which





Minimum List of Klstorlcal Allusions with V/hlch the Pupil Should be
Acquainted ,
Columbus Indians Virginia Age of steel 1
Magellan Puritans Massachusetts Age of electricity 4
Cortez Pilgrims Pennsylvania Goal age
Capt. John Smith Quakers Mexico Congress
Henry Hudson Slavs Plymouth Civil V/ar
Walter Raleigh Huguenots Mt . Vernon White House
William Penn The Arctic Republican party
James Madison The North Pole Democratic party
Thomas Jefferson The Antarctic Declaration of
Daniel V/ebster The South Pole Independence
Paul Revere Panama Canal Constitution of U.S.
Lafayette Cuba Monroe Doctrine
Benjamin Franklin Philippines French Revolution
Andrev/ Jackson Alaska Revolutionary War
Abraham Lincoln Y/ashington, D.C. Industrial Revolution
Ulysses S. Grant Mississippi River Continental Congress
Robert E. Lee Virgin Islands President
Grover Cleveland Old V/orld Supreme Court
William McKinley New World Slavery
Theodore Roosevelt California Tariff
Y/illiam H. Taft Spain democracy '
Thomas A. Edison Hudson River the "Allies"
Charles E. Hughes Nev/ England Central Powers
Robert E. Peary Florida Span!sh-Ameri can Y»ar
V/oodrow 7/ilson New Orleans Y/orld War
John J. Pershing Georgia Liberty Loans
Ferdinand Foch The V/est League of Nations
Charles Lindbergh The North Limitation of
Richard E, Byrd The South armament s
Calvin Coolidge West Indies Immigration
Herbert Hoover Middle 7/est West Point
Andrew Carnegie
Mark Twain




Leonard Wood 1492 Latin America
Marconi 1620 the Cabinet (of Pres.)
5:5:3Jefferson Davis 1775
James A. Garfield 1776 Morse code
Henry Ford 1789 decade
James J, Hill 1812 Natural resources
George III 1861-1865 Mayflower
"Honest Abe" 1898 A.E .F
,
"Great Peacemaker It 1914-1918 Peace Conference
"Old Hickory" Uncle -Sam
"Poor Richard* s Almanac Feb. 12 "watchful v/aiting**
Feb. 22 v;estern front
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The purpose of a course in problem-solving is to develop in
pupils
1. Understandings
2. A critical point of view
3. A research attitude, a desire to discover the V^HY and
the HOW of things.
The teacher »s task is to create a habit of open-mindedness among
the class. 'iYhen a class has reached the point v^here its members are
inclined to suspend judgment until the whole problem has been studied,
the teacher is justified in feeling more satisfaction than if many
facts of history had been learned without any critical reaction to
these facts. Facts should be seen in their true setting and appraised
with due consideration for the time and locale of their occurence.
The teacher, therefore, should prepare the v/ay for the work of
each problem by presenting the background of historic coloring. The
voyages of Columbus, viewed through twentieth-century spectacles, hold
very little inspiration for the child. But, to the child who can be
lured back to the fifteenth century; who can, v;ith the boy Columbus,
gaze out from the wharf in Genoa and speculate as to why those ships
slowly sink down and disappear over the horizon; v^ho can hear the
people ridicule the "radical” ideas of Columbus regarding the world's
shape, and see them point him out on the street as a "crazy man"; who
can sail with Columbus out over the "sea of darkness" and hear the
mutterings of his terror-stricken sailors; who can share the thrill of
his final success and vindication; to that child will come a lasting
impression of the true Columbus and his magnificent achievement. This
"living with Columbus is an example of active learning, as contrasted
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Columbus o The teacher should strive in every possible way to supple-
ment passive learning by active learning, to enrich impression by
using the devices of expression.
Expression is highly valuable in stimulating pupils to clarify
and organize their ideas. For that reason the use of many expression-
al activities is recommended to the teacher. Heretofore the tendency
has been to depend in great measure upon language expression, and the
’’recitation” has assumed undue importance in the teaching technique
of such a study as history. Increasing emphasis should be laid upon
such expressional activities as drawing, cartooning, diagraming, map-
making, graphing and dramatization. All pupils should be encouraged
to express themselves in these ways, and pupils showing special talent
should be permitted to do extra v/ork along the lines in Vvhich they
display ability. Teachers can find splendid examples of these kinds
of expression in such books as the following
Making History Graphic - Daniel G. Knowlton (Scribners)
Social Science Pamphlets - Huug and Schweppe (Lincoln School)
.
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"The responsibility of avmkening the interests of the pupils,
developing their discriminating tastes, improving their intelligent
listening, and opening up to them the means of keener enjoyment of the
better things of life, rests v/ith the teacher."* A good appreciation
lesson, according to the authors quoted above, should contain the fol-
lov/ing elements,
1. Thoughtful, intensive preparation by the teacher
2. Genuine enthusiasm
i
3. Careful preparation on part of pupils ’
,
4. Impressive introduction of the subject
'j
5. An interesting presentation throughout
6. The adjustment to meet the levels and the needs of each
individual
7. Creation of new sources of interest in the pupils.
At the proper psychological point in the study of Columbus, the
teacher might read Joaquin Miller’s poem "Columbus" to the class.
Prior to the reading of the poem a map lesson should be taken when
the route followed by Columbua should be traced, the ^zores located,
the "Gates of Hercules" explained and located on the map. Luring the
reading of the poem, and immediately thereafter, there should be no
attempt at explanation or dissection. reiteration of the poem’s
finale would, perhaps, serve to deepen the impression made upon the
minds and feelings of the pupils.
"He fo'und a world: he gave that world
Its greatest lesson, "On and Onl"
*‘ Modern Methods in Teaching - nilson, Kyte and Lull Page 125

Tile teacher should he ever on the alert to capitalize emotional
situations by resorting to the use of appropriate pictures, songs,
Yictrola selections, poems, prose passages, etc. Such gems as "Paul
Revere' s Ride", the Concord Hiuon, the story of Davy Crockett at the
Alamo, the Cettysburg Address, are illustrative of the vealth of ap-




Course '^A” Grade VI
A Course in Problem Solvinc.
HOV/ th-e wlIITE LjAI'; CKUcioSL) a n-XGHT'Y OCiij^dvi AL'Tu Publ'Jij a i'iEn CGNTIIij-iNT*
Specific Alms 1. To know Columbus as an independent tliinker and
a hero of perseverance and couraGe.
2. To appreciate the impetus t^iven to exploration
and discovery by Columbus's bravery and success.
3. To realize that not only white men, but also the '
v/hite man's civilization and customs came over in
the ships of Columbus and his followers.
4. To appreciate that Columbus planted here the cross
of Christianity and dedicated his new found land
to God.
5. To develop ability to interpret maps.
Unit 1. HOW AJvIaRICA Cidk TO HE LISCOVEI-u^D.
I . Introductory presentation by teacher.
Should give to . the pupils a conception of the geographic knov/1-
edge of the people of the 14th and 15th centuries. Should show how
important were trading and commerce in the lives of the people; how
new wants were created by the contact of the Crusaders with eastern
\
civilization. Should explain why a new all-water route to the East
was so important as to occupy the. attention and thoughts of kings
and others in high position. The teacher should use every visual aid
that she possiblj^ can in this expository step, as well as readings
from books dealing v/ith these topics. Stories of the Crusades offer
a splendid • introduction to this unit of work,
II. Pupil participation in the organization of the problem.
Pupils should be encouraged to read as widely as possible in all
available reference books to learn as much as possible about the fol-
lowing topics, and to present any questions and minor problems that
may arise in the course of their reading. This practice of formulat-
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Course ”A" Grade VI (cont.)
answers cannot be too greatly stressed. In it lies the germ of re-
/
search.
1. Creation of Few Tastes in Y/estern Europe—through the Crusades,
Acquaintance with spices, perfumes, gems, sugar, etc.
Further pursuance of the teacher* s story of early Europe and
the Crusades - to secure a background of understanding of the situation
that eventuated in the discovery of America,
2. Marco Polo — and his tales of China
Blackboard end map demonstrations by the teacher to show
a, the land route and its difficulties
b, attempts to reach China by sailing around Africa.
3. Story of Prince Henry the Navigator.
a. The ’’Cape of Storms” or the ’’Cape of Good Hope”?
b, Vasco De Gama
4. Columbus’s theory of the shape of the earth,
a. His plan to reach the East by sailing west.
5. Columbus’s difficulties in securing backing for his venture.
a, Ferdinand and Isabella
6. The difficulties of the voyage.
a. Reading of the poem ’’Columbus”
7. His final success and the consequent misfortunes.
8. V/hat Columbus thought he had discovered,
a. Origin of the name ’’Indians,”
III, Pupil activities and use of visual aids,
1, The beginning of a cumulative May pf the Explorers
On an outline map each pupil is to trace in the routes
taken by Columbus on his voyages, (The voyages of the other
explorers are to be traced in at a later time)
2. A pupil should be chosen to copy on the blackboard a draw-
ing of the kind of may used by Columbus.
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Course — Grade VI ( cont ,) jj-Z
(Social Science Pamphlet Vol II Pamphlet I - page 40)
This map shows Cathay and India and Cipango (Japan) as
separated from Europe only hy the Ocean, and makes clear
why Columbus thought he had reached India.
The Columbus map and the modern map should be con-
stantly used for comparison. The globe should be used to
illustrate why Colurabus sought the East by sailing due
west
.
3. Pictures and models of Columbus* ships should be observed and
compared with modern transatlantic liners. Comparisons of
size, speed of travel, materials of construction, etc. should . ,
be made
. i
4. Debate - Resolved: that Columbus's voyage required more
|
courage than did Lindbergh’s flight.
5. The High Spot in this unit of v/ork should be a fitting and
wholehearted observance of Columbus Day. No episode in all
history lends itself more to effective dramatization than does
the story of Columbus, Children should be encouraged and in-
spired to dramatize such striking scenes as
a. Colurabus pleading his cause before Ferdinand and
Isabella
b. The Voyage (based on Joaquin Miller’s poem, ’’Columbus”) 1
c. The Landing of Columbus j
^ I
d. The Triumphant Return.
^
Y/here possible, the showing of the picture ’’Columbus” of the Chroni-
j
cles of America series would be very fitting climax to the work of I
this unit.
6.
Study pictures of Columbus
Perry Pictures j^l323 - Departure of Columbus
1324 - Departure of Columbus from Palos
i326 - Columbus Statue
1328 - Columbus on deck of the Santa Maria
1329 - Landing of Columbus
658 - Death of Columbus
<‘3
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Bibliography for Unit I
Atkinson - European Beginnings of American History
Ni<ia - The Dawn of American History in Europe
Morris - Heroes of Discovery in America
Van Loon - A Short History of Discovery
Shaw - Discoverers and Explorers
Johnson - vYorld’s Discoverers
Pratt - Exploration and Discovery
Barstow - Explorers and Settlers
Johnston - Our Little Crusader Cousin of Long Ago
7/oodburn and Moran — Introduction to American History
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Irving - Life and Voyages of Christopher Columbus
Miller - History in Story, Song and Action
Lane and Hill - American History in Literature
Adams and McCarrick - Highdays and Holidays
Barnum, M. D, - School Plays for All Occasions
Deming and Bemis - Pieces for Everj'’ Day the Schools Celebrat
Faxon, G. B., ed, - Pieces and Plays for October Days
Schauffler and Sanford - Plays for Our American Holidays

Readings on Life of Columbus
Through the Work of Unit I there should be created a strong
desire to know more about the man made our nation possible.
This desire should be thoroughly and pleasantly satisfied before
any fu.rther formal history work should be attempted. Pupils should
be encouraged for the sheer pleasure of reading and of becoming in-
timateljr acquainted with the great men and v/omen of history. In
this reading the teacher’s role should be that of a guide, not a
task master. There should be no testing on this phase of the his-
tory work. Opportunity?- should be given, however, for free discus-
sion concerning the events and persons met in the reading.
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Moores, Charles W. - The Life of Christopher Colunihus
Nn
Seawell - Son of Colunihus
iilden, li. L, - Christopher Columbus, the Tirst American Citizen
Bassett, 5. In', - The Story of Coluiabus
Brooks, E. S. - True Story of Christopher Coliunbus
Eoote and Skinner - Explorers and Founders of America
Hale E. E, - Stories of the Sea
Herdman, M. L, - The Story of the United States
’’Columbus dreams of a new way to India”
"A nev/ v/orld is discovered”
”How the dream of Columbus has been more than real-
ized”
Sparks E. L. - Famous Explorers
”In the footsteps of Columbus”
"Companions of Columbus”
Mace U. K. - Stories of Heroism
Olcott, F. J, - Good Storius for Great Birthdai'-s
"Columbus, and Liscoverer’s uay"
Stapley, Mildred - Christopher Columbus
(True Stories of Great Aiicricans)
i/ade, M. H. - The Cominc of the V.'hite Men
"The Genoese Sailor”
xjuriihaia - Hero Tales from History
"Columbus, the Map Maker '.Hio Fon.nd a New V/orld”
L'^wler - The Story of Columbus emd Magellan

CHHIoTOPHER GULUlvIBUS
Best, S. M. - Steer for New Shores (Bechley-Gardy Go.)
*’uld-Time Ideas about the Earth Pp. 25-d2
"Medieval Gonditions Leading to the Lisoovery
L/f ihiierica Pp. 46-61
"How Golumbus Became a V/orld Finder Pp, G2-99
Sv/eetser, K. L. - Ten Great adventurers (Harpers)
"Ghristopher Columbus : Adventurer in a New World"
Pp. 93-119

— CJrade VI (cont.)Course ’’A”
Unit II, .uC'.Y EUHOPUAiv' GCUl'flnlJ^U PLAI'fTED the SEEDS from V.rllGH
AIviEHIGA HAo Gi\0 wl: •
Specific Airds 1. To understand how America £ot its name
2. To become acquainted with the names and
exploits of those hardy adventurers who
explored the continent found by Colurabus.
3. - To realize that imierica has received con-
tributions from the various nationalities
that have com'e to her shores.
4. To observe the present-day traces that in-
dicate the influences of the various na-
tional groups.
I, Introductory presentation by the teacher.
Should convey to the pupils some idea of the v/ild excite-
ment caused by Columbus’s discovery. Could be compared in some
measure with the rush of the ’’Eorty-ITiners” when gold v/as dis-
covered in California or with the rush to the Klondike. Only the
more venturesome, however, would dare the dangers involved, and
consequently certain men stand out on account of their accomplish
ment s ,
II. Pupil participation in the study of the problem.
The story of these explorers and their discoveries should
be treated as a story to be read, discussed and appreciated by
the pupils. There should be very little testing for facts con-
tained in these stories, but rather a free discussion of the
whole period with opportunities given for all pupils to ask
questions to clear up their doubts and difficulties.
1. The Spanish followers of .Columbus
a. Magellan -• circumnavigated the globe
b. Ponce de Leon - discovered Florida
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Course Grade VI (cont.)
d, De Soto - and the Mississippi River
2. England sent out explorers to plant her fla
a. Cabot - the mainlEind of North America
b, Raleigh - his attempt at colonization
3. France gets a foothold








Course ’’A" — Grade VI (cont.)
III. Pupil activities and use of Visual aids
^ 1. Further development of the cimiulative 1\/Iap of Explorers which
was "begun in connection with the v/ork of Unit I. If possible,
use varying colors in treeing the several routes and a color
key at the bottom of the map.
S. Locate on the Blackboard outline map the points touched by the
several explorers, and note in the name of v/hat country they
sailed.
3. Dramatization of
De.Soto and the Father of Vu'aters
The Quest for the Fountain of Youth
The First Around-the-World Voyage
Kov/ America was Named,
etc. etc*
4. The relation of the globe to the flat map of the v/orld.
In connection with Magellan’s circumnavigation of the globe,
the route should be traced both on the globe and on the flat
map. This is the natural occasion for the teacher to ex-
plain projection and to shov/ how locations on the globe and-
on the map are made to correspond,
(A good explanation of projection is contained in the
introduction to Goode’s Atlas),
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Bibliography for Unit II
Logie - From Columbus to Lincoln
Morris - Heroes of Discovery in ib:)ierica
Nida - Following Columbus
Coe - Founders of Our Country i
Mowry - American Pioneers
Becker - Beginnings of the American People
Gordy - Stories of Early American History
Shaw - Discoverers and Explorers




Hart - American History Told by Contemporaries
Bourne - Spain in America
King - De Soto and His Men
Lamprey - Days of the Discoverers
Wood - Elizabethan Sea Dogs
Tyler - England in America
Munro - Crusaders of Nev/ France
Thv/aites - France in America
Goodv/in - The Dutch and English on the Hudson
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Appreciation Readings based on Unit II
The lives of the early explorers and discoverers offer a
splendid field for satisfaction of the hero-worship and love of ad-
venture that exists in the minds of children of this age. They
should be encouraged to form as wide an acquaintance as possible
among these hardy and courageous adventurers.
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STORIES of the NORSEI-EK
\ Faris - Real Stories of the Geography Makers ?p. 42-47
Evans - ihnerica First (Leif, the Lucky)
Golum - The Children of Odin
Bradish - Old Norse Stories
Foote and Skinner - Explorers and Founders of Axiierica Pp. 11-17
Price - V/andering Heroes Pp. 151-170
Snedden - Eo-ii and Thorkel
Wilmot-Buxton - Stories of Norse Heroes
Klingensmith - Stories of Norse Gods and Heroes
Mabie - Norse Stories
Best, S. M. - Steer for New Shores
"The Northmen in America” Pp. 33-37
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Morris - Heroes of Discovery in America Pp. 57-67
McMurry - Pioneers on Land and Sea Pp. 161-185
Johnson - The V^orld’s Discoverers Pp. 119-176
Butterworth - The Story of Magellan and the
Philippines
Discovery of the
Lav/ler - The Story of Columbus and Magellan
Burnham - Hero Tales from History Pp. 84-89
Coe - Founder 6 of Our Country Pp. 63-74
Nida - Following Colurabus Pp. 49-57
Best, S, M.“ 'steer for New Shores
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Morris - Heroes of Discovery in America Pp. 108-118
•
^
Johnston - Famous Discoverers and Explorers of Aiaerica Pp. E51-270
Foote and SKinner - Explorers and Founders of America Pp, 47-56
Burnham - Hero Tales irom History Pp. 96-101
Wright - Children’s Stories in American History Pp, 172-198
Nida - Following Columbus Pp, 63-73
Sweetser, K. D, - Ten Great Adventurers (Harper)
Ferdinand De Soto: Adventurer in Florida Pp. 234-259
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Jones - Geography by Discovery Pp, 63-70
Morris - Heroes of Discovery in America Pp. 1291-136
Wright - Children’s Stories in American History Pp. 210-227
Foote and Skinner - Explorers and Founders of America Pp. 187-193
Nida - Following ColmuLu.s Pp. 75-81
Best, S. M. Steer for New Shores
’’French Adventurers in America” Pp. 173-191
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Burnham - Hero Tales from History Pp. 151-160
Morris - Heroes of Discovery in America Pp. 198-208
McMurray - Pioneers on Land and Sea Pp. 1-10 21-34 .
Nida - Follov/ing Columbus





Morris - Heroes of Discovery in America Pp. 32-33
vVoodburn and Moran - Finders and Founders of the New Vi/orld Pp. 48-54
Y/right - Children's Stories in American History Pp. 61-64
Nida - Following Columbus Pp. 44-47
Coe - Founders of Our Country Pp. 75-79
Best, S. M. Steer for New Shores
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Foote and Skinner - Explorers and Founders of America ?p. 168-173
Morris - Heroes of Discovery in America Pp . 190-197
Johnston - Famous Discoverers and Explorers of ,America Pp. 305-329
McMurry - Pioneers on Land and Sea Pp. 35-46
Burnham - Hero Tales from History Pp. 115-120
Nida - Following Columbus Pp. 100-106
Coe - Founders of Our Country Pp. 123-128

DiiaKE
Faris - Real Stories of the Geography llakers Pp. 93-98
Jones - A Geography by Discovery Pp. 82-97
Burnham - Kero Tales from History Pp. 102-109
_
Mclvlurry - Pioneers of the Rocky Ivlountains Pp. 201-2E4„
Kida - Following Columbus Pp. 107-117
Coe - Founders of Our Country Pp. 80-97
Kenty - Under Drake ’ s Flag
Svveetser, K. D. Ten Great Adventurers
Francis Drake: iidventurer in
(Harper)




Burnham - Hero Tales from History Pp 89-95
Johnston - Famous Discoverers and Explorers of jlraerica Pp, 109-187
Morris - Heroes of Discovery in Araerica Pp. G6-76
wrisht - Children’s Stories in American History Pp. 105-113
Coe - Founders of uur Country Pp. 41-51
Henty - Ry Right of Conquest
Sweet ser, K. D. Ten Great ii.dventurer3. (Harper)






Course ”A'* —Grade VI (ooiit.) ^6
Unit III. HGW ENGLikim ITNaLLY PliEVAILx.D in the FEW Y^uhLD
Sjeciftc iiiris 1, To understand v;liy the early settlers cane
to Airerica,
2. To understand why English is the prevail-
ing language here, instead of French, as
in certain parts of Canada, or Spanish as
in South Aiuorica.
3, To appreciate the work done by the French
in opening up the interior of our country.
I. Introductory presentation by the teacher.
Should show the pupils that in the early days of the explorers,
everybody v^as thinking only 'of whet could be brought back from the
now world to the old in the form of gold and riches. The thought of
actually planting colonies in the new world did not arise until later
It should be realized that colonization was thereal beginning of .our '
country, and due credit should be given the pioneers in. this laovenent
The fortunes of the various colonies marks a most interesting part
of our history.
II. Pupil participation in the study of the problem
1. The English Colonies
a. Walter haleigh - his vain efforts to establish a colony.
b. Virginia - John Smith
c. Carolina - origin of name
d. Georgia - the haven of the poor debtors.
e. The Pilgrims at Plymouth
f
. The Puritans at. Boston
g. Roger Williams and the founding of Rhode Island
!>A » •

Course ’’A” — Grade VI (cont.)
2. The Dtuch - and New Netherland
3. The French - and Q,ueheo
4. Motives impelling the colonists
a. The English settled along the eastern coast
(1) Religious freedom - Pilgrims-Puritans-Q,uakers
(2) Desire for riches - Jamestown, Mass. Bay colony
(3) Political freedom - Georgia
h. The French went into the interior
(1) Fur trading
(2) Missionary . work
c. The Spanish v/ent into the southwest
(1) Desire for gold
(2) Missions
5. Vidien the English made prior claim to the land of New Netherland
they clashed with the Dutch and finally overcame them.
6. vThen the English began to work inland their claims and the French
claims clashed.
7. The French and Indian war for the supremacy on the continent.
Ill, Pupil activities and use of visual aids.
On hlackhoai*d outline map, pupils should write picture stories of
the conditions in North America prior to the French and Indian Y/ar.
1. A map shoT/ing the location and numbers of the English, French
and Spanish.
(Social Science Pamphlets: Vol II Pamphlet 1 - page 109)
2. A map showing the land claimed by the English, French and
Spanish.
(Social Science Pamphlets: Vol II, Pamphlet 1 - page 120)
3. Have pupils report on the kind of community Lawrence might
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— Grade VI (cont.)Course '’A”
4, Have- another group report on the kind of comniunity we might have
had if the Spanish had preva'led,
5o Have a third group report on the kind of community v/e might have
had if the Dutch had prevailed.
6, Divide the class into teams for a contest to see which team can
find the greatest number of names in New England that are clearly
English in their origin.






Teams are to report every day, and if two teams report the same
name simultaneously it is credited to both. YHien a name has once
been reported, however, no other team can report that same name,
7,
-A similar contest could be held for the discovery of proper names
that are a reminder of the Spanish pioneers. Tiie teacher should
explain the Spanish prefixes San, Santa, Los, etc., and should give




8, French name contest,
9, Dutch name contest,
10, Collecting pictures that shov/, in architecture or otherv;ise, a
distinct trace of English, Spanish, French, or Dutch influence.
E, G. Pictures of the Spanish missions in southern California
Pictures showing the Dutch influence in architecture, etc.
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Bibliography for Unit III.
Guerbe]? - Story of the Thirteen Colonies
Blaisdell - The Story of American History
Tappan - Letters from Colonial Children
Montgomery - Beginners’ American History
Hazard and Dutton - Indians and Pioneers
Coe - Founders of Our Country
Otis - Richard of Jamestovm
Nida - Follov/ing Columbus
McMurry - Pioneers on Land and Sea
Beeby - Community Life Today and -in Colonial Times
Pratt - The Early Colonies,

AITliaCIATION READINGS based on UNIT III






Evans - America First Pp. 25-31
Burnham - Hero Tales from History Fp. 109-114
Jones - Geography by Discovery Pp. 99-111
Morris - Heroes of Discovery in America Pp. 166-175
Andrews - Ten Boys V/ho Lived on the Road from Long Ago to Nov/
Pp. 171-192
Church - Stories from English History Pp. 412-420




Burnham - Hero Tales from History Pp. 240-247
Baldwin - Conquest of the Old Northwest Pp. 145-178
Dickson - Pioneers and Patriots Pp. 91-98
MeMurry - Pioneers of the Mississippi Valley Pp. 124-149
Perry and Beebe - Pour American Pioneers Pp. 73-128
V/oodhurn iand Moran - Makers of America Pp. 150-168
Coe - Makers of the Nation Pp. 158-178
Tappan - Anerican Hero Stories Pp. 176-182
George Rogers Clark, Who Gave Three States to the Union
Lockridge - George Rogers Clark (World Book Co.)
(Pioneer Life Series)
Eitzhugh - The Boys’ Book of Scouts
Morris - Heroes of the Array in iiinerica
Mace, y. H. Stories of Keroisra (Rand McNally)
George Rogers Clark, the Hero of Vincennes Pp. 258-266
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Grave Vi.i Course • "A”
Unit I. V<ho are ’V/E, THE PEOPLE"?
Specific aims - 1. To understand that throughout • the history of the
v/orld the will of the people has, until compara-
tively recently, played very little part in gov-
ernment
.
2. To appreciate that a democracy such as our cannot
brook favoritism or persecution of any special
group, race or creed.
S. To Promote tolerance and a feeling of brotherhood.
I. Introductory presentation by the teacher
The prearable of the Constitution definitely shov/s that the govern-
ment of our country takes its authority from the People
. Our nation
is priraarily a group of more than one hundred million people,
•• Vidien Columbus came in 1492 he encountered the "native Americans"
whom he christened "Indians."
Wlrile the pilgrims of 1620 are usually referred to as "the Pil-
grims" as a matter of fact countless groups of pilgrims have come to
this land of opportunity since 1492. Whether they landed on Ply-
mouth Hock or Ellis Island, these pilgrims have made their contri-
bution to the United States of today, and their racial and national
traits have become blended into that composite being to whom we re-
fer as "the American citizen."
The teacher should impress upon her pupils that this is a nation
of ell the people; that no group is superior to another merely be-
I






Grade VII Course ’’a” (oont.)
A sincere effort to understand who are ’’the people'* in this country
should beget an attitude of tolerance and sjnnpathy among the members
of the class,
II. Pupil participation in the Study of the Problem
1. A q.uick resume of the period of colonization to recall the
types of early settlers in this land
(1) English in Mass., .Virginia ^and Maryland
(2) Dutch in New Amsterdam
(3) French in interior
(4) Poor debtors in Georgia
(5) Scotch, Irish, Germans and French Huguenots
2. The colonists gain their independence
(1) The aftermath of the French and Indian war
(2) Resentment of colonists toward England
(3) Leaders in opposing the mother country
a. Samuel Adams
b. Patrick Henry
(4) The outbreak of tha v;ar
a. Paul Revere
b. Lexington and Concord
c. Washington takes command




f. The United States becomes a nation,
3. The rapid expansion of territory gave opportunity to absorb
vast numbers of nev^comers
.
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Grade VII Course "A” (Gont.)
(2) Germans - to gain political freedom
(3) Scandinavians - to avail themselves of the chance to
get free lands.
4. The involuntary immigrants - negroes i
(1) Importation of slaves - John Hawkins
^
(2) The question of slavery in framing constitution
(3) Invention of the cottom gin - Eli TrYhitney
(4) Stoppage of slave trade
(5) Missouri Compromise
(6) Andrew Jackson and Secession
(7) Kansas-Nehrasks trouble
(8) Dred Scott decision
(9) Northern abolitionists
a, William Lloyd Garrison
b. Harriet Beecher Stowe
(10) Abraham Lincoln - debates with Douglas
(11) The Civil V<ar - Grant and Lee
(12) The status of the negro after the vmr
(13) The negroes today - Booker T. ’Washington
5. Since 1880 the imraigrants have been mostly
(1) Italians - for economic betterment
(2) Slavs - for enjo;^T3ient of more stable conditions
(3) Hebrev/s - to escape religious and political persecution.
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d. Mary Ant in




i. Charles P. Steinmetz
j . Henry Morgenthau
(The teacher should select a few from the above list and
read to the class the high lights in the story of their
lives)
7. How all these racial and national strains mingle to
make up the typical American community.
(1) A census of the city of Lav;rence
(Use Mass, supplement to U. 3. Census)
a. Number of different nationalities
•b. Proportion of nationalities to total pop.
c. Regardless of parentage, all children born in
Lawrence are AJVIERICAIn^S without anj^ h^^phen.
(2) A census of the School
(Available at principalis office)
(3) A census of this class
(From teacher’s records)
8. A discussion of how it has become possible for the members
of this class to be together.
(1) Stories by members of the class telling the reasons
for their parents, or grandparents, coming to America
and to Lawrence,
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Grade VII Course ’»A” (cont.)
9. A realization that our country is composed of -almost count-
less communities of all sizes, and that the members of all
these communities with their varied racial and national traits
are THE PEOPLE.
Ill, Pupil activities and use of visual aids
1, Make a time line showing the high spots of immigration since
1790
2, On outline map of the world, show by lines from how many
countries of the world our country has drav/n its immigrants.
3. On outline map of North Araerica, by coloring show how the
population spread over the continent.
4, Dramatize the growth of the flag.
One pupil represents the stripes of the flag and explains
what they signify. A pupil represents each of the 48 states
Each in order places his star in the field of the flag, and
at the same time tells the name of the state, its order of
admittance v/ith the date, the meaning of the state name, and
any other interesting details he may wish to give,
5. Make on the Board a circle graph showing the proportion of
the different nationalities in the population of Lawrence.
6. Dramatize the contributions of the different. racial groups
to our America of today.
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Grade VII Course ”a” ( cont
.
)
Unit I - Bibliography
Brooks - Stories of the Old Bay State
Foote and Skinner - Makers and Defenders of America
Logie - From Columbus to Lincoln
Gordy - Leaders in Making America
Elson .and MacMullan - Story of Our Country
Gordy - Our Patriots
Coe - Makers of the Nation
Rolt-’.Vheeler - The Boy with the United States Census
Massachusetts supplement - U. S. Census Report - 1920
For Teachers
De7/ey - National Problems
Orth - The Amies of Labor
Osgood - A. History of Industry
Cl
iLPPRECIATION HEALIIJG3 based on UNIT I

GEOKGE 7L.SHINGTON
Brady, G. T. Revolutionary Fights and Fighters
Bolton Famous American Statesmen
Brooks Historic Americans
Brooks The Century Book of Famous Americans
Morris Heroes of the Army in America
Sparks, E. E. Men Who Made the Nation
Scudder, H. E. George Washington, an Historical Biography
(Houghton Mifflin)
Revolutionary Stories Retold from St. Nicholas (Century)
Fiction
Stoddard, »/. 0, Two Cadets with Washington
(Lothrop, Lee and Shepard)
Tomlinson, E. T. Washington’s Young Scouts in the Gamp of Cornwallis
(D. Appleton and Go.)
Tomlinson, E. T, Washington’s Young Aids
Stocdard, R. 0, The Spy of Yorktown
















A wealth of good reading material is available dealing with all
^ phases of j'ashington’ s career and illustrating thpse traits in him that
made him the outstanding hero in American history.
Wildman," Edv/in Founders of America
George 'Washington, 'the Father of Ilis Country
Mace, , H. otories of Heroism Fp. 159-186
Mirriam, Ida G. Washington's Hoyhood
A book for young, people
Olcott, F. d. Good otories for Great Birthdays
George Washington, the lather of Eis country
Tappan,. E. ivl American Kero Stories Pp. 117-1£4
George v/ashington, the Young ooldier
Abbott, J'. S, C. American Pioneers and Patriots
Baldv;in, Jas. Four Great macricans Pp. 9-3i
Barton, d'm. E. The Father of His Country (Bobbs-Ivlerrill)
A new and well-v/ritten biography
Uhrbrock and Ovreiis Faiiious Aiu. ricans
Hill, F. T. On the Trail of Washington
«
Brooks, E. S, True Story of George Washington
Blaisdell and Ball Hero otories from A^..erican History
Leffeits, V/. ATaerican Leaders
Curtis «rny We Celebrate Our Holidays Pp. 20-30
»ihix3ple The otory Life of ‘Washington

eo
GEORGS i/V AOHIi'TG'i'uiT (Gon't.)
Burnhan Hero Tales from History
’’Yi/'ashiiicton and His Mother” Pp. 296-501





Evans, jj. B. Aiiierica First Pp . 161-1G4
Foote and Skinner Makers and Defenders of America
James, H. Military Heroes of the United States from
Lexington to Santiago
Los sing, B. J. The T?/o Spies - Nr:than Hale and John Ai'idre
Root, Jean G. Nathan Hale (Macmillan)
(True Stories of Great Americans)
w'ildiiian, Ed?/in Foundei s of America
’’Nathan Kale, Spy 'lind Patriot”

x-liTNAivI
Hale, E. E, Boys’ Heroes
Jaiaes, H. Ivlilitary Heroes of the United States from.
Lexington to Santiago
Johnston, G. H. L. Famous Scouts
’’Putnam: pioneer, soldier and heroic adventurer”
Tappan, E. M American Hero Stories Pp. 148-152
Israel Putnam, Soldier of the Hevolution




Jones-Slenan Modern World Setting for Aiaerican History Pp. 71—81










Mace, iV. H. Stories of Heroism (Rand McNally) Pp. 2:^3-234
Baron Von Steuben, the Drillmaster of the Revolution
I

Holland, R. S Lafayette for Yo’ong Americans
,
(Geo, Jacobs)
Burnham Hero Tales from History Pp. 201-207
’’Lafayette, the Boy Hero of Tv/o ^Vorlds”
Bush, Bertha E. Lafayette
.
(F. A. Owen Pub. Co.)
Revolutionary Stories Retold from St. Nicholas (Century Co.)
Lafayette Pp. 144-165
Brooks The True Story of Lafayette




Burton Builders of Our Nation Pp. 15-59
L'^fayette, the Friend of American Liberty
Logie From Columbus to Lincoln Pp. 147-165
Nicolay The Boys’ Life of Lafaj^ette
Tappan, E. M. American Hero Stories Pp. .158-178
Southworth Builders of Our Country Pp. 93-96
Lefferts American Leaders Bk I Pp. 123-134
Evans, L. B America First Pp. 172-176

PAUL REVERE
James, H. Military Heroes of the United States from Lexington
to Santiago
Moses, B, Paul Revere, the Torch-Bearer of the Revolution
Pyle, H., and others Strange Stories of the 'Revolution
Uhrbrock and O’, ens Famous Americans
Evans, L. B, America First Pp. 149-153

TKOIvIAS J^F?ERSGN
Curtis The True Thomas Jefferson (Lippincott)
Foote and Skinner Makers and Defenders of America Pp. 117-125
Lefferts, W, Araerican Leaders Bk I Pp. 94-109
Olcott Good Stories for Great Birthdays Pp. 504-513
Uhrhrock and Ov/ens Famous Americans Pp. 75-80




Burnhani Hero Tales from History Pp. 190-194
Gordy Leaders in Making America Pp. 137-146
•vVocd'burn and Moran Makers of America Pp. 18-32
Burton Four Aiiierican Patriots
Evans, L. B. America First Pp, 144-148
Lefferts, Vv. iimerican Leaders Bk. I Pp. 55-64
Morris, C. Heroes of- Progress in America Pp. 44-50
Patrick Henr^^, the Orator of the Revolution
Morgan, G. The True Pateick Henry (Lippincott
)

Faris, J. T. Makers of Our History (Ginn)
Sparks
,




Baldwin, J.. Four Greet Ariericans Pp. 121-176
Daniel We'bster for Young Araericans (Little Brov.Ti)
Burton Builders of Our Nation
Evans, L. B. Anerica First
Morris, Chas. Heroes of Progress in America Pp. 129-137





K, D. ^en Orent Adventurers




Beebe Four American Naval .Heroes Pp. 17-68
Burnhaia Hero Tales from History Pp. 208-216 '
The Immortal Reply of John Paul Jones
Dickson Pioneers and Patriots Pp. 140-157
Llorris Heroes of the Navy in America Pp. 22-64














Charles' Heroes of Progress in America


















Gilman, B. Bob. rt i:.. Lee (Llccmillan)
(True utorics of Great B:aericar.s)
'(/ildman, Blwin Bamcus Leaders of Jliaracte:
“Lat^’’, ebove all . ”
, j -1 r7 o cX p • 1
LicLane
,
L . iatory of xiobert xil* uee ( 1 . O'.ven Pub. Co.)
Hamilton Xne Jlix
^
vj Ox 2kO o e r c xj . Lw c» x o x Bo j 3 ox^u G rr1
3
(HoucHton Llifflin)
Hill, F. T, on tlie Trail of Grant and Lee (Appleton)
Blaicdell, xx. F. Btorios of the Civil War (Lotlirop, Loe and ohepaid)
Civil (<ar Btories xietold from Bt . ' Hicliolas (Century)
k.
.
Tappaii, E. M. Ai-ierican Hero Gtories Pp . 263- 2.76
"Hobert Lee, the Boldier Vdio Loved Peaee”
IvL'bie, II. Heroes Every Child Sho.'ld Hnov/ Pp. 2CC- 3CG
Evans, L. E. xxmerica First Pp. 333-364
Mace Stories of Heroism Pp. 560-387
Lefferts, W. ALuerican Leaders Bk. II
hobert E. Lee, Chief of the -Grr;
Barnes Son of Lichthorse Harr^'
XTp • iirfOO — twOU
(Harper)

General Georf:e Arras trong; Custer
?. 2212 Cody, V<. r. (Buffalo Bill) True Tales of the Plains
c . 2977 Bellen^'aush, F. George iirmstrong Custer
p. 1809 Jaraes, K. Military Heroes of the United States from Lexing
ton to Santiago
c. 996 Johnston, C. H. L.’ Famous Cavalry Leaders
B. 1146 Sabin, E, L. On the Plains with Custer
Custer, iilizabeth B Tenting on the Plains (Harper)

ABx<AHAivI LINCOLl^
Moores, G. V/. The Life of Abraham Lincoln
Corson Lincoln: Kis V(ords and Deeds
Babcock, Bernxe Little Abe Lincoln
Baldwin, Jas, Four Great Americans
Baldwin, Jas. Abraham Lincoln
Gorney and Borland Great Deeds of Great Men (Heath) Pp. 198-209
Lincoln, The Backvroods Boy 'kVIlo Saved His Country
Barton, VM E. The Great Good Man (Bobbs-Merrill)
(Dedicated to the boys and girls of America)
Britt, Albert Abraham Lincoln - for Boys and Girls (Frank-Maurice
)
Final chapter - ^’The Lessons of Lincoln’* - is especially good.
Brooks, E. S. The True Story of Abraham Lincoln
Mabie, H. YM Heroes Every Child Should Know Pp. 309-519
Q,uiller-Couch The Roll Call of Honor (Nelson) Pp. 90-131
Nicolay, H. Boys* Life of Abraham Lincoln (Century)
Sparks, E. E. Men liVho Made the Nation
Tarbell, Ida M. Boy Scouts' Life of Lincoln (Macmillan)
Hoar, G. • CD • Book of Patriotism
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Wildman, Edwin Eamous Leaders of Character
’’Lincoln, the Great Emancipator”
Gilbert,. Ariadne Mre than Conquerors Pp. 375-423
’’The Metterhorn of Men - Lincoln”
Olcott, E» J, Good Stories for Great Birthdays
’’Abraham Lincoln, the Great Emancipator”

Al^iUiILAIvI LINCOLN
Sparhawk A Life of Lincoln for Boys
Gore, J, Rogers The Boyhood of Abraham Lincoln (Bobbs-Aierrill)
Mace, V/. -H, Lincoln, the Man of the People (Rand McNally)
Thayer, V/. M. From Pioneer Home to the V/liite House (A. Vvliitman, Chic-
ago) A very full account of the boyhood, youth, man-
hood, assassination and death of Lincoln.
"Portraying his simplicity, tact, talents, self-reliance
and sterling honesty.”
Singmaster, Elsie A Boy at Gettysburg (Houghton Mifflin)
Tappan, E. M. American Hero Stories Pp. 24C-249
Brooks Historic Axaericans
Barstow A New Nation
Lefferts, 1(V American Leaders Bk
Abraham Lincoln, Preserver of
II
the Nation Pp. 179-227
Mace, V/. H. Stories of Heroism Pp. 360-370
Babcock The Soul of Abe Lincoln (Lippincott)
Bacheller A Man for the Ages (Bobbs-Merrill)
















































Burnham Hero Tales Trom History Pp. 346-352
Lodge and Hoosevelt Hero Tales From Araerican History Pp. 303-322
Morris Heroes of the Navy in Araerica Pp. 273-293
Beebe Four American Naval Heroes Pp. 133-192
Foote and Skinner Makers and Defenders of Aiaerica Pp. 288-294
Lewis, C. L. Famous Axaerican Naval Officers (L.- G. Page Co.)




Coombs, Lovel U. S. Grant (Macmillan)




Grant, the Boy VkTio Did Not V/ish
Pp. C50-26E
to te a Soldier
Church, V/. C. U. S. Grant
Stevens, W. 0. The Boys* Life of General Grant (Harper)
Lefferts' American Leaders Bk. II
U. S. Grant, Chief of the Blue Pp. 223-25G
King
,
C . The True Ulysses S. Grant
UroolvS Historic Aiaericans
Brooks True Story of U. 3. Grant
hi COlay Bo 3’s’ jbife of U. o. Grant

GivGGjiviijTT
Allen, Gliac, F. Gavid Groclcett, Jcout




Gc.vy Crockett, hear h”.nter, Congressman and defender
of Texan liberty*
Lefferts, , American Leaders Pp. CCO-293
\,iio i^elped to make our country larger”
Munroe, C, K. With Crockett and Bowie
Sprac^e, W._0. Gavy Crockett
(True Stories of Great A-iericans)
Tappan, F. M. Aircrican Piero Stories Pp. .''23-230
"Gavid Crockett, the Tennessee Pioneer”
Uhrlrock and Ov/ens Famous iL.icricans
Gorly, jcaie The Story of Gavid Crockett (Barse and Hopkins)
Burnham Hero Tales from History P;^ .
”Gav3' Crockett, the Kero of the Alcaiio”
Perry and Beele Four American Pioneers
Fitzhugh The Boys' Book of Scouts

I’iie Aiigel or tlie Battlefield
Parlaiian, 11 . K. • Heroines of Service (Century) Pp. 61-SG
Our Lady of the lied C’^oss; Clara Barton
'•Her real life is ncosured by deeds, r.ot days.’*
Adams and Poster Heroines of Modern Procress (Sturgis and v/elton)
Clara Barton: Orcanination of the A;..3rican lied Cposs pp, 147-177
Morris, Chas, Heroes of Progress Pp. 317-524
Tappan, E. M. Heroes of Proe^ress Pp. 14G-146
Clara Barton, Pounder of the xuaerican Ked Cross
Burnham Hero Tales from History Pp. 358-364
Abbot, Notable V/omen in History
Baldwin An Aiaerican Book of Golden Deeds
Epler Life of Clara Barton
Lefferts, V.’. Aiierican Leaders Bk. II Pp. 311-319
Clara Barton, the Red Cross Angel of Mercy
Humphrey, G. N.omen in Araerican History Pp. 169-205
Gordy Our Patriots Pp. 154-162
Sweet ser Ten American Girls from History Pp. 143-173
Evans, L, B Aiuerica I'irst Pp. 409-413
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Grade VII * Course "A” (Cont.)
Unit II How did "Government of the People, By the People, For
the People" hecone possible?
Aims 1. To appreciate that the liberty we enjoy is the fruit of
age-long struggles by countless millions of people,
2. To realize that freedom so dearly won should be cherished
and defended by every true citizen.
3, To appreciate the sacredness of our Constitution and the
dangers of misusing or abusing it,
I. Introductory presentation by the teacher
Reading of "Dream jfl" in "The Ten Dreams of Zach Peters"
by Herman Hagedorn
A resume of the history of governraent given by the teacher,
showing the progress made,
(1) Tribes of Israel
(2) Republics of Greece
(3) The Roman Empire
(4) Invasions of the Gallic Tribes
(5) Medieval government - feudal system
(6) The revolt in England and the beginnings of modern
democratic government,
II. Pupil participation in the study of the problem.
1. The setting up of new communities in the New Y/orld
(1) Government by royal charter
(2) Local government in the colonies
(3) The didening breach between the colonies and the
home government.
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(1) The Stamp Act
(2) The Tovnishend Acts
(3) The Boston Tea Party
(4) The Boston Massacre
(5) The Outbreak of the V/ar
3. The Declaration of Independence
(1)
The courage and audacity of the signers.
4. Victory and its subsequent governmental difficulties




d. A desire to protect themselves
(2) People were separated by
a. Affairs of government




e. Pev/ common interests
(3) Kind of government
a. State Govts, modeled from old colonial
b. More power given to law-making bodies
c. First indications of democracy
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Grade VII Course ”A” (cont.)
7.
First attempts at organizing a central government
(1)
Our first national government, the Continental Congress
during Revolution
(£) Articles of Confederation, Little more than a treaty
betvveen sovereign states,
a, -No head
h. No power to raise money
c. No power to enforce laws
d. No control over trade
e. No pov/er to settle disputes
f. No power to enforce treaties
g. No po¥/er to preserve order
The Critical Condition of Our Country
(1) The existing Confederacy tottering
(2) Articles of Confederation not adequate to the exigencies
of the Union
(3) Commercial war between states
(4) Foreign debts unpaid
(5) Credit dead - business paralyzed
(6) Feeling strong that the United States v/as a league of
sovereign states rather than one nation
(7) Ivdurmurs expressing a desire for a return to monarchy
increasing
(S) Lawlessness triumphant - Shay's rebellion
Trade meeting at Annapolis, 1786
(1) Purpose
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Grade VII Course "A” (coat.)
a. To discuss duties on imports and commerce in general
(E) 'ifiiy necessary
^ a. Chaos in commerce
b. Decline of state support of government
c. Lack of executive power
d. Inability to cope with enormous debt
(3)
Outcome
a. Call Issued for convention to raake ’’more perfect union'*
8. The Constitutional Convention - 1787
(1) Delegates appointed by the State Legislatures
a. All sent delegates but Rhode Island
(E) Purpose
a. To revise Articles of Confederation
(3) The decision
a. To make a new set of laws "because the fabric of the
Articles was too v;eak to hold the patches that ?d uld
be necessary to make it adequate."
(4) Leaders agreed on tv:o things
a. Must have strong central government with power to
collect taxes, raise an army, regulate trade, and en-
force its laws.
b. Danger in too much democracy
(5) Disagreements that arose in the Convention
a. Conflict between large and small states
b. Conflict between sections
(6) Compromises
a. Agreement between large and small states as to repre-
sentation - The Connecticut Compromise
^
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Grade VII Course "a” (‘cont
.
)
b. Southerners permitted to count three-fifths of
their slaves - The Three-Fifths Compromise
c. Northern demand that Congress regulate coimnerce
granted Trade and Commerce Compromise
9. Important work of the Convention'
(1) Three departments of government instead of one
a. Legislative - Congress
b. Executive - President
c. Judicial - Supreme Court
(2) New pov/ers added
a. To collect import duties and make uniform commercial
regulations
b. To raise revenue by taxation
c. To coin money and provide a uniform currency
d. To enforce its ovm lav/s through its own courts by
its ovm officers
(3) National lav; made supreme
a. The Constitution and lav;s and treaties made in '-j
4
Hamilton
11, The ratification of the Constitution by the states
10. Prominent members of the Convention
(1) Y/ashington - the presiding officer
(2) Franklin - The ’’Sage of the Constitution”




Grade VII Course ”A” ( cont . )12.
How the Constitution has endured under the test of time,
(1) Changes made since its origin
a. Hirst ten amendments - Bill of Rights -.to clari-
fy the rights of the people
h. Judicial pov/er of United otates (defined in actions
concerning individual states --llth amendment
c. Change in method of electing President and Vice-
President - 12th amendment
d. Protection for newly-freed negroes - 13th, 14:th
and 15th amendments
e. Power given to Congress to levy income taxes - 16th
f. Senators to he directly elected hy the people - 17th
g. National prohibition - ISth amendment
h. Extension of suffrage to v/omen - 10 th amendment
13. The Constitution as a guide to our democracy
(1) The President’s oath
(2) The oath taken by the new citizen
14. The composing of an oath of allegiance by the class
III. Pupil activities and the use of visual aids
1. drawing cartoons, posters, maps and charts illustrating some of 1
the conditions faced by the Convention
(1) Barge states vs. small states
(2) The slavery issue as regards
a. representation in congress
b. regulation of com"'.erce
2. assembly program - a living albura illustrating the inpoi
characters in the Convention.

PGrade VII Course "ii’ (cont.),
3. Ijramatize the three big compromises of the Convention
4. Debates betv/een side representinG
a. Lai’o© states and small states




Grade VII Unit II Bibliography
Beck, James IJ. - The Constitution of the United States .(Doran)
Burniiam - The Makinc of uur Country - Cli. VIII (V/inston)
Gordy - History of the United States - Gh. VIII (Scribner's)
Hart - V»e and the Constitution of the United States
(A:.ierican Vie^vpoint Society)
Hill - Cormunity Life and Civic Problems - Gh. XIX - (Ginn)
Jenks and Smith - Ue and Our Government (Ai.ierican Viewpoint Society)
Y/est and VYest - The Story of Our Country - Ghs. XII-XIII ( Allyn-Bacon)
Ka£edorn, Herman - Ten Dr : ar;is of Lach Peters - (Yifinston)
Leighton, Etta V. - Our Constitution in Iviy Town and Uy Life
New Outlook Series, No. S - Institute for Public
Service - 11E5 Amsterdam Avenue, New York City
Parsons, Geoffrey - The Land, of Fair Play (Scribners)
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Grade VII Unit II
Books for Teachers
Farrand, Max - The Fathers of the Constitution
(Chronicles of America Series) Yale Univ. Press
Ashley - The Constitution Today (Macmillan)
Bryce - The American Coramonv/ealth (Macmillan)
The Federalist - Ford (Holt)
Fiske - The Critical Period (Houghton Mifflin)
Southworth - The Common Sense of the Constitution - (Allyn and Bacon)
Taylor - Origin and Grov/th of the American Constitution
(Houghton Mifflin)
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jUPPRECIATION REiJDINGS based on UEIT

ALKwJ'IDER HAIvCII^TON
Foote and Skinner Makers and Defenders of America Fp. 129-139
Lefferts iimerican Leaders Bk. I Pp. 193-216
Sparks, E. E, The Men V/ho Made the Nation Pp. 151-180





Stories of Heroism Pp. 267-272
Hicks, H. H. Alexander Hamilton
Bolton
Alexander Hamilton
Riverside Biographical Series (Houghton Mifflin)
Famous Im'erican Statesmen
Brooks Historic Americans





P. 4814. Baldwin, James - Four Great Americans Pp. 69-117
P. 1883 Brooks, E. S. - True Story of Benjamin Franklin
P. 154 Buckley, T. A. - The Davmings of Genius
P. 1123 Butterv/orth, H. - True to His Home: a
of Franklin
tale of the boyhood
C. 2482 Dudley, E. L, - Benjamin Franklin




G. 2098 Ford, P. L. - The Many-Sided Franklin
C. 3077 Griggs, E. H. - American Statesmen
"Franklin, the Practical American.
"
P. 229 Hale E. E. - Stories of Invention (Little-Brov^Ti)Pp.97
P. 1845 Mabie, H. 7/. ed. - Men Who Have Risen
Benjamin Franklin - by Nathaniel Hawthorne '
B. 1354 Lefferts, V/alter - American Leaders
T..449 Maoe Wm. H. - Stories of Heroism (Rand McNally) Pp. S20-229
Benjamin Franklin, the V/isest American of his Time
T. 392 Olcott, F. J, - Good Stories for Great Birthdays
"Benjamin Franklin-the American Socrates."
G. 1722 Sparks, E. E. - Men V/ho Made the Nation
P. 5551 Thayer W. M. - From Boyhood to Manhood - Life of Benjamin
Franklin (A. Whiteman and Go., Chicago)
C. 2844 Uhrbrock and Owens - Famous Americans Pp. 1-18
>.. v K
P. 103 V/ade, JIary H. - Little Folk’s Plays of American Heroes
Benjamin Franklin: a story and a play
C. 2841 Wildman, Edv/in - Founders of America
"Benjamin Franklin - Father of the Revolution"
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C. 3094 Russell, Phillips - Benjamin Franklin, the First Civilized
American Especially chapter - ”A Young Man States
His Creed of Life"
C. 1527 Youmans, W. J., ed. - Pioneers of Science in America
I'^orris, Charles - Heroes of Progress in America Pp. 33-43
’’Benjamin Franklin, the Father of the American Union”
For Teachers
Fisher — The True Benjamin Franklin
Morse - Benjamin Franklin
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Grade VIII Course ”A”
Unit I How did the U. S. A. attain its present important position
in the "family of nations?"
Aims ] . understand how invention has made the world more com-
pact and international relations more intimate.
2. To know the United States as the western ft’onti^r of the
white ra^-e.
3. To appreciate that the U. S. A. must necessarily assume
leadership, lor better or for worse, in world affairs.
4. To show how -the United States has thus far met and solved
problems involving foreign relations.
lo Introductory presentation by the teacher.
V/hile independence had been won, the United States faced a great
task in establishing herself on an equal footing ¥/ith the nations of
the v;orld. It was highly essential that such things as financial credit,
treaty relations, commercial intercourse and diplomatic recognition be
firmly established; a task requiring great patience and fortitude on
the part of those men who guided the destinies of the nation, especially
in the early days of its existence. The present place occupied by the
United States in the council of nations is a tribute to the success of
those men. The story of the advance of the United States to its pres-
ent position should have a strong appeal to all who love* America.
II. Pupil participation in the Study of the Problem.
1. Problems of American neutrality during the French and English •
War 1789-1815
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Grade VIII Course ’?A” (oont.)
(1) Jay»s Treatj'-
(2) Y/ar of 1812
a. Causes
b. Results
c. Perry, Hero of Lake Erie
d. U. 3. Constitution
e. Jackson, the Land Hero of 1812
2. Policy of Isolation - Monroe Doctrine
(1)
Proclaimed guardianship of western hemisphere
"America for Aiiiericans"
3,. Annexation of Hawaii
4, Spanish American Y/ar
(1) Causes
(2) Results
(3) Dewey at Manila Bay
(4) Leonard Y/ood, Theodore Roosevelt and the "Rough Riders
5, Events and circumstances Leading Araerica away from her Policy
of Isolation
(1) Opening up of the Orient
(2) Increasing Immigration
(3) Increasing Commerce and Improved Transportation
(4) The acq.uiring of island possessions and protectorates
after the Spanish American V^'ar
6, Virtual Abandoament of the Policy of Isolation
(1) The World War
a. Reason for U. S. entering v/ar
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Grade VIII Course "A”
(a) Money and supplies
( Td ) Man pov/er
(c) Transportation
G. The Turn of the Tide
d. The Arnistioe
e. Peace pacts
(a) The Treaty of Versailles
(h) 'Separate treaty with United States
(2) Tiie League of Nations
(3) The V/ashington Conference
(4) The Dawes Plan
7. Our Present Position
(1)
'
’’Splendid Isolation” no longer possible
a. Uorld has grown smaller - inventions have speeded
up communication and transportation








Burnham - Tlie Making of Our Country
Gordy - History of the United States
Hart - School History of the United States
Leonard and Jacobs - The Naion*s History
Robbins - School History of the American People
Tryon and Lingley - The ^iiiierlcan People and Nation
"Jest and V<est - The Story of Our Country
Logie - Prom Lincoln to Goolidge (Li^ons and Carnahan)
V/oodburn and Moran - The American Community (Longmans, Green)
Benezet - Young People^s History of the V/orld V/ar (Macmillan)
Benezet - The World war and what V/as Behind it. (Scott Poresman
Tappan - The Little Book of the war (Houghton Mifflin)
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Mace - Stories of Heroism Pp. 388-390
Lewis, G. L. - Famous Aiaerican Naval Officers Pp. 299-326







Beebe, M, B. - Four American Naval Heroes
Brown, J. H. - Aiaerican Naval Heroes
Foote and Skinner - Makers and Defenders of Axaerica Pp. *152-160
Lefferts, liV, - ijaerican Leaders Pp. 222-236
(Men wlio helped to make our country'" strong)
Lewis, Ghas. - Famous American Naval Officers
Mace, »V. H. - Stories of Heroism Pp. 238-293
Seav/ell, M. E, ‘- Twelve Naval Captains
Tappan, E. M, - American Hero Stories Pp. 218-223
Oliver Hazard Perry, who captured a British Fleet
Uhrbrock and Owens - Famous Americans Pp. 173-186
Morris - Heroes of the Navy in America Pp. 210-238
Stevens - Story of Our Navy Pp. 53-117















Hotchkiss, G. C. - The Land Hero of 1812 (Appleton)
The Life of Andrew Jackson
Tomlinson, Eo T. Fighters Young Araericans Want to Know Pp. 148-181
Burnham - Hero Tales from History Pp. 315-320
Foote and Skinner - Makers and Defenders of Am'rlca Pjj.
Burton - Four American Patriots Pp. 133-192
Andrew Jackson (Houghton Mifflin)
Riverside Biographical Series
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V/hat has made the United States the leading industrial
nation of the world?
To appreciate that the United States has been the heir to
all the progress of the Old Y/orld.
To .realize that our man power has been recruited from all
parts of the v;orld.
To appreciate how richly we have been blessed with natural
resources.
To know the importance of our country's position in the
business life of the world.
I, Introductory Presentation by the Teacher
The teacher should seek to impress upon her -pupils the fact that,
v/hile much of our present importance as an industrial nation is due
to the energy and enterprise of the people of this nation, much is al-
so due to our inheritance from the ages that have passed. For example,
the compass, v/hich enabled Columbus to discover this land of ours was
probably used by a Chinese king about 2000 B. G., and was not brought
to Europe until 1269 A. U.
The steam engine, which was the very heart of the Factory System
is credited first to a Frenchman, then to an Englishman, and finally
to James Watt, the Scotchman,
The alpnaoei,, the basis of all our communication originated away
off in Egypt and v/as brought down to us through the Phoenicians, the
Romans and the peoples of medieval times.
Stories of this type should engender a feeling of respect for the
people of other lands and other times, and a knowledge that we owe a









Grade VIII Course ”A" ( cont
,
)
II. Pupil participation in the study of the prohlem.
1. After the Revolution, the new nation turned to Industry and
Commerce -
(1) The inheritance from the Industrial Revolution
a. The spinning jenny
h. The pov/er loom
c. The steam engine
d. The cotton gin
(2) Improved methods of transportation
a. Fulton and his steamhoat
b. The Cumberland Road
c. The Erie Canal
2. The rapid expansion of territory'
(1) Louisiana purchased from France, 1803, at a cost of
^15,000,000
1
a. Doubled area of United States
b. Prevented disputes with France
c. Prevented England from getting control of it.
d. Gave us entire control of the Mississippi River
Florida purchased from Spain, 1819 at a cost of ^^5,000,000
a, Spain gave up her claim to the Oregon’ Country and
so strengthened our title to it,
(3) Texas annexed in 1845 at request of people of the state.
a. Caused Mexican V<ar




Grade VIII Uo^ise (cont.)
a. Lev/is and Clarkes exploration
b. Fur-trading posts begun by Astor
c. Our treaty with England and Spain 1818-1819
d. Settled by treaty with Great Britain 1846
e. Included what are now Oregon, Washington, Idaho
parts of Wyoming and Montana
(5) Mexican Cession obtained by treaty of peace vfith
Mexico in 1848.
a. Included California, Nev; Mexico, Arizona, Nevada
Utah.
%
b. Discovery of gold in California - the Forty-Niners.
c. Results of the discovery of gold
(a) Firm possession of Pacific coast assured
(b) Immense increase in immigration
(c) Stimulated trade, transportation and commerce
(d) Led to the eventual discovery of the real
wealth of the country in its fields of grain,
its mines, vineyards, fruits, sheep and cattle.
(6) Alaska purchased from Russia, 1867 at cost of $7,200,000
a. Valuable for gold, copper, coal, iron, salmon, cod,
herring, fur and sealing.
(7) Nev/ Territory acquired since 1893
a. Annexation of Hawaii - 1898
b. Samoan Islands secured by treaty from Germany 1899
c. Philippine Islands purchased from Spain - 1898
d. Guam ceded to U. S. by Spain - 1898
e. Spain gave up all right to Cuba - 1399

Grade VIII Course ’’a'’ ( cont
.
)
U. S. formally recognized the Republic of Cuba 1902
f. Spain gave up Porto Rico to the U. So 1898
go United States hired use of Panama Canal Zone 1904
(a) Strip of land 10 miles wide
h. Bought Virgin Islands 1917
3. The progress of invention
(1) Invention of agricultural machines
(2) Kelly and the Bessemer Steel Process
(3) Elias Howe and the Sev/ing Llachine - 1345
(4) Charles Goodyear and rubber
(5) The Telegraph - 1844
(6) The Atlantic Cable - 1866
(7) The Telephone - 1876






4. The development of "Big Business"
(1) Capital needed to develop vast lands and rich resources
(2) Capital needed ’to develop and utilize machinery
(3) The corporation - a means of accumulating capital
5. The United States in the "world market
(1) Balance of trade shifts with the V/orld V/ar
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Burnheim - The Making of Our Country
Gordy - History of the United States
Leonard and Jacobs - The Nation’s History
Bobbins - School History of the American People
Tryon and Lingley - The American People and Nation
'Jest and Jest - The Story of our Country
Rugg and Schweppe - The Mechanical ConQ.uest of America
Hugg and Schweppe - Explorers and Settlers ’Jestv;ard Bound
Bogart - Economic History of the United States
Casson - Romeince of the Reaper (Doubleday, Page)
Johnson - Je and Our Work (American Viewpoint Society)
Beeby - How the J’orld Grows Smaller (Merrill)
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. II. Tlie Boys’ Life of Ldisoii
(Bspecially chop tor - "xidison lliLiself”)
L?-v, F. H. ilodern Great iLacrico.ns
Liffcrts, ,i , A.-i:.rican Leaders El;. II P^' . IIG-IC'?, 130-112
Ilace, .i , lio Stories of Heroism Pp. 31£-'^32
Parlorian, Mary R. Goncuests of Invention Pp. 15C-1G5
’’The Pranhlin of Our limes - Thomas a. Edison"
Sanford and Owen Modern Americans (Laurel Bk. Go.)
Thomas A. Edison Pjj. 17-27
Uiirbrock and Owens Famous Americans
Burnham Hoxo Tales from nistor^ Pp. 3ti5-291
Eaison, the Wizard or Manj?" Iix vent ions
He gained Success - "By not watching the clpck"
Morris, Chas, Heroes of Progress in America Pjj. 301-308
lAppan, Eo M. Heroes or pruc>ress Pp. 199-207
Perry lour Amerieani luivenov^ e pp. 205-251
j
Evans, L. Bo America lirst Pp. ^05-408
Holland Historic Inventions
Bachman oreat Inventors and Tneir Inventions
Rolt-17heeler
,
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itUBiuRT FULTON
hale, h. E. h 0ories of In-onlioii ^Lixtle-Brown) 172-192
Mc^ce, W. h. Stories of Horuioik (Rand McNtiuly) Pj^. 037-340
Murris, Giias. hexoes Oj. Progreas in America (Lijjjjinco' L/t )
Robert Fulton, one liiveutu. ui the steamboaL Pp. 96-100
Po-rkuitin Ounquests oi invention Ppo 222-241
Tiie man who gave America the steamboat, Robert Fulton
IvIcFee, Inez The Story of Robert Fulton (Barse and Hopkins)
Sutcliffe, A. C. Robert Fulton (Macmillan)
Perry Four American Inventors
lies Leading American Inventors
Bachman Great Inventors and Their Inventions
Barstow A New Nation
Holland Historic Inventions
Lefferts American Leaders Bk. II
Robert Fulton, the Successful Steamboat Maker Pp. 16-37
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vYilliam C . Gorg:as
Tappan, E. M. Heroes of Progress (H-M) Pp. 237-244













Tappan, E, M. Heroes of Progress (H-M) Pp. 254-263
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Ellis, E. S, From Ranch to \7hite House
Life of Theodore Roosevelt
Lewis, V7, D. Life of Theodore Roosevelt
(United Publishers)
Morris, Chas, Heroes of Progress in America Pp, 345-372
’’Theodore Roosevelt, i\merica*s All-Around Man and Champion”
Hoar, G. F. ed. Book of Patriotism
”The Strenuous Life”
Emerson, E, Adventures of Theodore Roosevelt
Hagedorn, H. Boys* Life of Theodore Roosevelt
James, H, Military Heroes of the United States from
Lexington to Santiago
Law, F. H. Modern Great Americans
Lefferts, W, American Leaders Bk. II PP. 330-345
Theodore Roosevelt, the President of Action
Uhrbrock and Owens Famous Americans
V/ildman, Edwin Famous Leaders of Character Pp. 209-224
Theodore Roosevelt, the Idol of His country
y/ade, M, H. Real Americans Pp. 1-65
’’Theodore Roosevelt, the Man Y/ho Overcame”
Tappan, E. M. American Hero Stories Pp. 277-289
’’Theodore Roosevelt, American Citizen
Hagedorn, H. The Americanism' of Theodore Roosevelt (H-M)
Pearson Theodore Roosevelt
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V/oodrov/ Wilson
G. 3024 Law, F. H. - Modern Great Americans
C. 2526 Parkman, M, R* - Fighters for Peace
"The Champion of Peace: President Wilson"
C. 3057 V/ade, M. H. - Adventurers All
"Woodrow V/ilson—Adventurer in the Cause of 7/orld Peace
C. 2710 V/ildman, Edwin - Famous Leaders of Character
For TEACHERS
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P. 5775 Large, L. A, - Little Stories of V/ell-Known Americans
”A V/inning Man” Pp. 174-192
C. 2524 Parkman - Heroes of Today (Century Pp, 295-326
”A Citizen of the World: Herbert Hoover
C. 2693 *Vade, M. H. - Real Americans Pp. 66-113
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Tomlinson, E. T. The Story of John J, Pershing
Parkman, M. R. Fighters for Peace
"The Big Chief" - General Pershing
Law, F. H. Modern Great Americans
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Dr. Edv/ard L. Trudeau
Parkman, M. R, - Heroes of Today (Century Pp, 133-162
A pioneer of the Open: Edward L. Trudeau
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Bridges and Tiltman - Heroes of Modern Adventure
Ch. - ’’Grenfell of Labrador”
C. 2524 Parlaiian, Mary R. - Heroes of Today (Century) Pp. 53-80
V/ilfred Grenfell, the Deep-Sea Doctor
P. 3984 Dillon, V/allace - The Story of Grenfell of Labrador: a boys’
life of Wilfred T. Grenfell (Flo'ning H, Revell Co,)
Splendidly illustrated with actual photographs
Grenfell, Wilfred T, Adrift on an Ice Pan
f*'-
vbX.oT lo 'aao-zoli
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120
Father Damien
P, 2271 Mabie, H. W. - Heroes Every Child Should Knov/ (Grosset and
Dunlap) Father Damien Pp. 320-332
P. 4621 Quiller-Gouch - Roll Call of Honor (Nelson) Pp, 323-348
A beautiful story of the sacrifices and death of one v/ho
brought a spiritual consolation to the lepers at Molokai,
L. 2041 Lang, Andrew - The Red Book of Heroes (Longmans-Green)
The Apostle of the Lepers - Father Damien Pp, 95-108
Grady and Klapper - Reading for Appreciation Bk, I (Scribners)





V/ade, Mary R. - Advencurers All
Ch, - '‘Charles Lindhergh, Glorious Adventurer of Today”
West, James E. - The Lone Scout of the Sky
Lindbergh, Charles A. - "We” (Putnam)
P, 5953 Holland, R. S. - Historic Airships Pp. 277-290
^ splendid description of his transatlantic flight
Large, L, A. - Little Stories of vVell-Known Americans (W. A. Wilde)
.
"The Man Who ’Was Ready” Pp. 9-24
< ^
r





Parkman, M. R. - Heroines of Service Pp. 297-32S
Jane Addams, a pioneer in settlement house work.
Adams and Poster - Heroines of Modern Progress Pp. 280-307
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Parkman, M. R. - Heroines of Service Pp. 267-296
The Heroine of Radium: Marie Slkodowski Curie
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Baker - Tlie Boys* Book of Inventions
Barrow - Thinkers and Boers
Bouhleday - otories of Inventors
Parlonan - Conquests of Invention
V/ade, M. - The Bicht Bringers Pp. 172-195

^J'lDREW CAiiNiiiGxS
Husband, J. - Americans by jidoptlon (Atlantic Ivlontbly Press)
Andrew CarneiKie Pp. 91-103

JuaEPH PULTIEo^R










John u. - A Magician of Science - The Boys» Life of
Steinmetz.
Engineer: his life and his education








, H. - Heroines of cServioc Pp. Io5-210
The Making; of a Patriot.
livery ship that brings peoplo from Russia and other countries !
where they are ill-treated is a MayfloY;er.” Jj

Stephen Girard
C. 2076 Husband, Joseph - ^aericans by adoption (Atlantic) Pp. 2-lG
The Lian vdio ^ave financial assistance in v;ar of 1C12
G. 3C27 Morris, Charles - heroes of Propress in Ai^erica (Lippincott)
Stephen Girard, the Irieiid of the orphan, Pp. 107-114

Juuob A. Riis
Husband, Joseph - AiLiericans by Adoption (Atlantic Monthly Piess)
Jacob A. Riis Pp. 14C-153






Tappaii, E. M. - Aiaerioaii Kero Stories (H-ivI) Pp. 16Q-195
''jjaniel Boone, the Kentuclqr pioneer*^
Ivlac e
,
V/. H, - Stories of Pleroism (Rai.d McNally) Pp. £41-S48
’’Daniel Boone, the Hunter and Pioneer of Kentucky”
Bruce - Daniel Boone and the V/ilderness Road
Ellis - Life tuid Times of Daniel Boone
Fitzhugh - The Boys^ Book of Scouts
Perry and Beebe - Four iuuerican Pioneers Pp. 11-oS
Forhes, Lindsay - Daniel Boone, Backvraodsman
Gordy - Aiiierican Leaders and Heroes
Gulliver - Daniel Boone
Lefferts, h. - iuierican Leaders Bk. I Pp. 260-275
Burnham - Hero Tales from History Pp. 252-240
Johnston, G. H. L.- Famous Scouts Pp. 58-74
McMurry - Pioneers of the Mississippi Valley Pp. 68-85
Sweet ser, K. d. Then Great adventurers




Tomlinson, E. T Scouting with Daniel Boone
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Sv/eetser, K. D. - Ten Great Adventurers (Harper)
^'Captain John Smith: Adventurer in Many Lands” Pp. 66-92
Burnham - Hero Tales from History Pp. 145-150
Foote and Skinner - Explorers and Founders of America Pp. 112-135
McMurry - Pioneers on Land and Sea Pp. 68-102
Woodhurn and Moran - Finders and Founders of the New World Pp. 93-114




Tappan, E. M. - Heroes of Progress
Robert E. Peary, Discoverer of the
Fp. 245-253
North Pole
McLean - Heroes of the Farthest North and the Farthest South
Robert E. Peary Pp. 154-173
Paris - Real Stories of the Geography Makers Pp. 289-302
Horton - The Frozen North
V/ade, Mo H. - The Light Bringers Pp. 1-69
.Sanford and Owen - Modern Americans Pp. 109-116
Corney and Borland - Great Deeds of Great Men
Peary Reaches the Pole Pp. 220-231
Lewis, C. Lo - Famous American Naval Officers (L. G. Page)
Robert E. Peary and Naval Exploration Pp. 277-298
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Lefferts, V/. - American Leaders Bk. II Pp. 320-330
Frances E. Willard, Leader of the Y/hite Ribbon Army
Sanford and Owen - Modern Americans Pp. 139-146
Morris, Ghas. - Heroes of Progress in America Pp, 309-316
Frances E. Willard, the Y/oraan*s Temperance Leader
Tappan, E, M. - Heroes of Progress
Frances V/illard, Temperance Reformer
Pp. 132-139
Adams and Foster - Heroines of Modern Progress pp, 215-244 •
Parkman, M, R. - Heroines of Service
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the educational leader of the negro race
Y/ildman, Edv/in - Famous Leaders of Character Pp. 225-238
Booker T. Washington
Morris, Charles Heroes of Progress in iimerica (Lippincott)
Booker T. Washington, Pioneer of Negro Progress Pp. 335-344
Booker T, Washington - Up from Slavery
Large, L, A. - Little Stories of V/ell-Known Americans
’’The Negroes’ Friend” Pp. 123-147
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Holland, R. S. - Historic Airships (Macrae Smith) Pp. 269-S76
Byrd*s Polar Plight
Byrd, Richard E. - Skywards
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V/illiara T. G. Morton
Tappan, E. M. - Heroes of Progress (H-M) Pp. 39-46
William T. G. Morton, Master of Pain
Morris, Charles - Hbr*oes of Progress in ihnerica (Lippincott) Pp. 184-191
Horace Wells and the discoverers of anaesthesia
(Drso V/ells, Jackson and Morton)
>A.
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Baron, J. - The Life of Edv/ard Jenner
Bidwell, E. C. - The Birth of a New Science
Jones-Sleman - Modern Vforld Setting for American History





Headley, P. Co - Life of Kossuth
Pivany - V/ehster and Kossuth
De Puy, H. W. - Kossuth and His Generals
Jones-Sleman ~ Modern World Settin^^ for American History Pp. 153-160

IvIiiKY SLjjjSoCiR
Parlaiian, M. R, - Heroines of service (Century) Pp. 235-266
The V/hite Mother of Darkest ii-fricaiMary Slessor
The story of a ocotch girl who devoted her life to missionary
v/ork in iifrica
'made, Ivl. H. - Adventurers iill (Appleton) Pp. 190-232
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The iuicel of the Grliaea
(^uiller-Gouch The Roll Call of Honor Pp. 206-239
Lans, Andrew The Red Book of Heroes (Longmans-Green)
The Lady-in-Chief - Florence Nightingale Pp. 1-24
Adams and Foster Heroines of liodern Progress • Pp. 120-146
Hall, E, F. Florence,, nightingale
Tooley, E. A. The Life of Florence Nightingale
Jone-Sleman ilodern Y/orld Setting for American History Pp. 238-247

YGKK
Ulirbroclc and Owens Famous Ariiericans (Dobbs Merrill) -Pp. 383-39.2

OixX'ii.i kjGIi.Uir{kj
Husband, J‘. Aidoricans by adoption (Atlantic Ivlonthly Press)
Carl Schurz Pp, 56-73
Pilgriras of Today (Little Brovm)
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'Q^uiller-Gouch The Koll Call ox Honor Pp. 240-T71
Ciroert, iiriadne Llore than Conquerors Pp. 225-249
Vade, ivl. H. Adventurers aII Pp. 79-122
’‘Louis Pasteur, Adventurer in the Vvorld of Science”
Lav.s, S. 3. Life and Lohors of Louis Pasteur
Hus-rell, I. K. The Hoiuance of Holes in Hread
Holmes, 3. J, Louis Pasteur
Jones-31eman Modern vYorld 3ettin3 for Aiuerican History
denner and Pasteur Pp. 24S-E57
Por Teachers





“Tlie Eii^lisL hero of Heroes”
Quiller-Coucli The Roll Gall of Honor
^
A stirring occonnt of liis activities in
in defending Khartoum,
pp. S72-3CE
China and of his death







Trowbridi^e, J. T, Brave Deeds
’’Siiaon Bolivar, the V/ashington of South inerica”
Sherwell, G. A, Simon Bolivar, P triot, V/arrior, Statesraan
Q,uiller-Couch The Roll Call of Honor (Thos. Nelson and Sons)
"Simon Bolivar” Pp. 1-5S
Humphrey Stories of the World *s Holidays Pp. 207-22S
Mehegan, J, J, 0’Hig£,ins and San Martin .
Leniley, H. h. Bolivar, Liberator of Venezuela, Columbia, Ecuador,
Peru and Bolivia
Shepherd, V/. R. Bolivar and the. United States-
Jones-Sleman Modern World Setting for Araerican History




C. 1530 Adams, V/. H. D. - Child-life and Girlhood of Hemarkable V/omen
C. 1917 Antony, C. Ivl, - Jeanne D^Arc, the maid of Prance
C. 2182 Bangs, M. R, - Jeanne B’Arc, the Maid of Prance
T. 584 Coffman, R, - The Child* s Story of the Hunan Race
P. 1671 Henning, F, - The liaid of Orleans
(Life Stories for Young People)
P. 2019 liable, H. V/. - Heroines that Every Child Should Know
P. 392 Mannix, Mary E. - A Child's Life of St. Joan of Arc (Benziger
Bros.) Told in very simple language
P. 1833 Trowbridge, J. To ed. - Brave Deeds
Joan of Arc, - by C . L. Mateaux
Burnhara - Hero Tales from History Pp. 52 - 57
"Joan of Arc and The Liles of France"
0. 1652 Oliphant, Mrs.- M. - Heroes of the Nations
"Jeanne D'Arc, her life and death"
C. 3039 Paine, A. B. - The Girl in V/hite Armor-The True Story of Joan
of ilrc




C. 2968 Bolton, S. K. - Fainous Men of Science
V.ade, Mary Ho - The Boy Vvho Found out (Appleton)
The Story of Henri Fabre
Legros, Dr. G. V, - Fabre, the Poet of Science
G. 2654 Fabre, Abbe Augistine - The Life of Jean Henri Fabre (1823-1910)
r.
'I
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Thomas G. Masaryk — Chief of Nationalist movement which led to estab-
lishment of Czecho-Slovak Republic
First President of republic
r'; , t* ^ •« v ' ^ . '^ *- ^'
k _ 4oiil\v' tae^io.von Ito Xesi^r^
r,v.


















A life of devotion to dis fellow-man.
Gilbert, Ariadne More Than Conquerors Pp. 199-221
'^Go anywhere, provided it be PORVD'iRD'’
Q,uiller-Couch The Roll Gall of Honor Pp. 167-205
Burnham Hero Tales from History Pn. 126-156
David Livingstone, the V/hite Man of the Dark Continent
Flather,A. G. Stanley’s Stor^'': or Through the V/ilds of Africa
Horne
,
C . S . David Livingstone
Blaikie, Y<. G. The Personla Life of David Livingstone
Jones-Sleman Modern Vn'orld Setting for American History Pp. 221-22!
Hughes, Thos. David Livingstone
Sweetser, K. D. Ten Great Adventurers (Harper)
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GIUSEPPE GAinBALDI
Jones-Sleman Modern Y/orld Setting for Aiaerican History Pp. 172-179
Nolan, E. H. The Liberators of Italy
*
Victor, Jas. 0. The Life of Garibaldi
Trevelyan, G. M. AShort History of the :Italian People
iDwight, T, The Life of Garibaldi
Q,uiller-Gouch Roll Gall of Honor Pp. 132-166
Sweet ser, K. D. Ten Great Adventurers (Harper)
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Sacrificed his life in Arctic exploration
. D. Ten Great Adventurers (Harper)






Persons worth while knowing
Floyd Bennett - lost life in bringing refief to Bremen flyers
Ferdinand Foch
Dr. Alexis Carrell - The Carrel-Dakin solution
Noguchi - A remarkable Japanese scientist in Hockefeller Institute
Paul Erlich - ’’greatest living expert in medical science,”
Henri Durant - A Sv/iss v/ho did splendid in organizing the Red Gross
Capt, Francis M. Leahy - A Lawrence hero of the V/orld War
Capt, Fried
Lionel Licorice
Divers who worked on raising the 3-4




Dr. (Villiam K. Young
Dr. H. V/indsor Y/ade ’’has accomplished miracles” in the leper colony
at Culion, Philippine Islands,
all sacrificed their lives in trying to
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Nathan Straus born in Bavaria, IS-IB
came to U. S, at ace of 6
after 1914, devoted entire time to charity
Laboratory and distribution system for Pasteurized
milk
- Distribution of coal to poor of Nev/ York City
Carl Schurz born in Prussia, 1829
cane to U. S. about 1852
campaigned for Lincoln
fought in Union army in Civil V/ar
U, S. Senator from Missouri
Pres. National Civil Service Reform League, 1892
Joseph Pulitzer - Born in Hungary, 1847
came to U. 3. and served in Civil \.ar
purchased New York L'orld, 1883
endowed School of Journalism at Columbia
gave large sums for educational and philanthropic
purposes
Michael Pup in - born in Hungary 185
graduated Columbia 1383
discovered nev/ method for ocean telephony, 1901
placed nev/ method for ocean telephony, 1901
placed his v/ireless inventions at the service of the
governraent during Y/orld War
organized Serbian Relief Asso, at Columbia
Henry Morgenthau - born in Germany, 1:856
came to U. S. at age of 9
ambassador to Mexico, 1920
ambassador to Turkey, 1913
displayed great tact and ener-gy in handling af-
fairs in Turkey during World War.
Julius Hosenv/ald born in Springfield, 111., 1662
appointed mem.ber of .a.dvisory Committee of Coun-
cil of National Defence, 1916
contributed large amounts to civic, philanthrop-
ic and educational enterprises
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i'ltuld '-lHI-i IoLAj.4jJ oF LI'’vli';lT sjLiiiJj
loolcs ‘behincl as tli-o and vanish: G in the noonday liaae. It is the
Island of Liviiic: l):
'
id—Gulion.
on the forward deck is a yomi^ Filipino mother, her eyes oiinln^'
at the tlioujlit of rejoinino; ohildren vfnom Vvhe had never hoi)ed to see .
ayain. 'And here’s a veteran American soldier--coiaintV home. Here's
a hoy of twelve, only half aware of the horror he is escaping. These
people are lepers /who. have been cured--lepers not doemod to Y/atch their
hands and faces rot sloY.'ly avray—ilcpers who are clean.
For leprosy is curable, Ji year ago General Leonard V/ood brought
back the neviis, that a single American doctor, 11. hindsoi’ T/ade, isolated
in tho Philippine leper colony at Gulion, had cured over a thousand of
these uhfortunates , The general's last public speech before his death
v;as an appeal for funds to aid Dr, A’ade in his great-fight.
Dr. V/ade stands out as one of the true heroes of science. He has
sentenced himself to live among people suffering from the most hideous
disease knov/n to man. V<ith pitifully inadequate equipment—with but
*
fov/ trained assistant s--in the f:ce of apparently insuperable handi-
_
caps--he has accomplished miracles.
General w'cod asked for two million dollars for this cause. The
first million has already been contributed by 15,000 Americans. The
bulk of this f'und will be used for research work to perfect the cure '•_!
which as yet is successful only with those in the early stages of lep-
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BACK ARUM THE OE LIVING DE-tD ( Cont
. )
loatlisone disease has even crept into our ov/n country. But noY/ at
^ last, there is hope for these miserahle sufferers, for the methods
worked out at Gulion will he given to the whole v/orld. Such a great
cause as this is not charity— it is opportunity. It is a cause to
which you will feel proud to have contrihutcd.
(Interesting information on this. subject may he obtained by
writing the National Chairman, General James G. Harbord.
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Leading Expert as to Yellov; Eever
Dr. A, Maurice V/akeman, v;ho died Saturday of yellow fever, on
ship returning from Africa, is the fourth -eiiiinent physician v;ho has
died recently v;hile trying to find a remedy for the disease. He
was a distinguished scientist, and a leaders in the Yale School of
Medicine. V/hen stricken, at the laboratory of the Kockfeller founda-
tion at Nigeria in Africa, he v/as inve-stigsting the chemical patho-
logy of yelloY/ fever, and had just begun a series of promising experi
ments, using monkeys as carriers. He was but thirty-one ye ar s of age
and graduated from the Yale School of Medicine in 1923.
Others who have died in the same service v/ere Professor Adrian
Stokes of London University, Dr. Hideyo Noguchi, noted Japanese scien
tist, and Dr. William H. Young. All were stricken just as they were
bringing their experiments to a close
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Course ”D’* Grade VIII
Course in Local History
During tlie past 25 years a striking chango has taken place in
the personnel of the citizenry of Lawrence, The v/riter can vividly
recall when, as a grairimar school pupil, he used to hover about cer-
tain benches on the Lcwrence CoLiaon where he could h ar groups of
old men discussing the times gone by, as they warmed themselves in
the sun. ^t many a meal lie heard his parents discuss many of the
incidents and personalities that had been ¥/oven into the historical
background of the city,
Nov;, the great majority of children in Lawrence have parents
who feel no traditional bonds v;ith Lav/rence, w’lo have no knowledge
of the historical background of Lav/rence, and, hence, have no senti-
mental attachment to the city» It is merely a place of residence,
a place v/here they make eke out a livelihood, and they do not hesi-
tate to migrate to another community if the rumor of better oppor-
tunities to be found reaches their ears.
No traditions that have to do v/ith Lawrence come down to the
children, and there arises a stern challenge to the schools to shoot
through v/ith meaning and sentiment the everyday situations and ex-
periences that they meet.
An idea of the situation in Lav/rence can be gleamed from a con-
sideration of the U. S. census figures for 1920. Of a total popula-
tion of 94,270 the foreign-born numbered 39,063. This means that 41^o
of the inhabitants of Lawrence were foreign-born as compared with
31.9^0 foreign-born in Boston.
The same census Reports ”hows 9.6>b illiteracy in Lav/rence, as
compared with 4^ illiteracy in Boston.
The follov/ing figures based on the membership of one school in
Lav/rence will serve to give an idea of the cosmopolitan makeup of the
school population, A distribution v/as worked out based on the na-
tionality of the parents. The birthplace of the parent was taken as
the criterion. Therefore, children of Italian extraction, Jev/ish
extraction, etc, whose parents v;ere born in this country are listed
under U. 3. A.
Seventeen different nationalties were represented
U. S. A. 37% of total
Italy 25% ” ’*
Lithuania 8% ” ”
Russia 7% ^ "
Poland 4% ’*
Ireland 4% ’• "
Germany 2l%
Syria 2% ” "
Armenia 2'% ” "
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LOCAL HISTORY OF LAWRENCE
Aims 1, To see our present community in its historic perspective.
’’Nothing just happens, everything happens the v/ay it does
because of v/hat happened before.”
2. To build up in the hearts of the pupils a sentimental at-
tachment to the city.
3. To enable children to understand the significance of
proper names used in the city.




4. Newspapers, pictures, etc.
A. Settlement — Founding the Community
Background of Legend - Indian settlers.
Settled when? Why? By whom?
Stories about first settlers.
Hannah Dustin
B. Development — Growth of Community.
1. The Merrimac
2. The building of the dam — industrial pioneers.
3. The industrial development — Tlie Essex Company.
C. The significance of names,
1. Street names, (v/ith local significance
Lawrence St. - Bodwell St. - Storrow St. - WniLe St.
(White Fund-Public Library)
Appleton St. - Parker St, - Saunders St, - Orchard St. -
Garden St. - Ferry St, - Essex St. - Durant St. - Sargent
St, - Huse St. Etc. Bruce St, - Ames St, - Butler St.
2. Street names (with national significance)
Lexington St. - Trenton St. - Concord St. - Saratoga St, -
Bunkerhill St. - Monmouth St. - Eutaw St. - Bennington St.
Dorchester St. - Cambridge St. - Washington St. - Jackson
St, - Sheridan St. - Custer St. - Garfield St. - Union St.
Bradford St, - Winthrop ^ve,
3. Growth of schools - significance of their names.
4. Grov^th of parks - significance of their names,
5. Public works - their growth,
6. The history of the government of Lawrence,

General Bibliography
History and the Other Social Studies in the Junior High School
Knowlton, D. G. (Scribners - 1926)
Third Yearbook - Department of Superintendence, N. E. A. 1925
Making History Graphic - Knowlton, D. G. (Scribners - 1925)
Fourth Yearbook - Department of Superintendence, N. E. A. 1926
The Gurriculum - Bobbitt, F. (Houghton Mifflin - 1918)
Experimental Gurriculum-Making in the Social Studies Gambrill, J. M.
(McKinley Pub. Go - 1924)
Teaching the Social Studies - Dav/son, E. (Macmillan - 1926)
Teaching of History in Elementary and Secondary Schools - Johnson, H.
(Macmillan - 1915)
Twenty-Second Yearbook, Pt. Ill The Social Studies in the Elementary
and Secondary School (Public School Pub. Go, 1923)
Social Science Paraphlets - Rugg and Schweppe (Lincoln School, N. Y.
)
Gurriculum Gonstruction - Gharters, 71, w. (Macmillan - 1923)
Great ing . Gurriculum for Adolescent Youth - Research Bulletin
Vol. VI, No. 1 - National Education Association
Teaching History in the Middle Gr" ies of the Elementary School
Kelty, Mary G. (Ginn and Go. - 1928)
Rugg, H. 0. How Shall We Reconstruct the Social Studies Gurriculum?
Historical Outlook - May 1921 October 1921
Hill, H. G. History for History’s Sake
Historical Outlook - December 1921
"Report of the Joint Commission on Social Studies
Historical Outlook - February 1923
Rugg, Earle U. Evalutating the Aims and Outcomes of History
Historical Outlook - November 1923
Osburn, W. J. Are We Making Good at Teaching History?
Public School Pub. Co. - 1926
Johnson, Henry Teaching of History
Ginn and Co. - 1915
Horn, Ernest Probable De ects in the Present Content of American

















Education Reviev^ - March 1927
The Objectives of the Social Studies in the
Elem. Grades
Journal oi Educational Method — October 1926
’’Teacher Training in Curriculum Building"
Educational Administration and Supervision -
October, 1925
A Critique of the Present Status of CurriculumMaking School and Society - Eeb. 19, 1957
"Problems of Adapting History to Children in theElementary School - Teachers College Record Vol 9
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